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1
1Introdution
Quantum hromodynamis (QCD) is the theory of strong interations. The elementary partiles of QCD ontrary to the
other partiles desribed by the Standard Model (SM) of partile physis an not be observed diretly. The Lagrangian
of QCD is given by quarks and gluons. Instead of free quarks and gluons we observe bound state hadrons.
One of the most important features of QCD is asymptoti freedom. At small energies the oupling is strong, the
value of the oupling onstant is large. For large energies the oupling onstant dereases and approahes zero. Sine
the oupling onstant is large at small energies, we an not use one of the most powerful methods of partile physis, the
perturbative approah. For large enough energies the oupling gets smaller, thus asymptoti freedom opens the possibility
to use perturbative tehniques. In this regime sattering proesses an be treated perturbatively. The results are in good
agreement with the experiments.
At small energies (below about 1 GeV) the bound states and their interations an be desribed only by non-
perturbative methods. The most systemati non-perturbative tehnique today is lattie eld theory. The eld variables
of the Lagrangian are dened on a disrete spae-time lattie. The ontinuum results are obtained by taking smaller and
smaller lattie spaings (a) and extrapolating the results to vanishing a. Though lattie eld theory has been an ative
eld for 30 years, the rst ontinuum extrapolated full results appeared only reently.
Another onsequene of asymptoti freedom that the oupling dereases for high temperatures (they are also hara-
terized by large energies). Aording to the expetations at very high temperatures (Stefan-Boltzmann limit) the typial
degrees of freedom are no longer bound state hadrons but freely moving quarks and gluons. Sine there are obvious qual-
itative dierenes between these two forms of matter, we expet a phase transition between them at a given temperature
Tc. The value of Tc an be estimated to be the typial QCD sale (≈ 200 MeV).
At large baryoni densities the Fermi surfae is at large energy, thus we observe a similar phenomenon, the typial
energies are large, the oupling is small. Also in this ase we expet a phase transition between the phases haraterized
by small and large energies. In QCD the thermodynami observables are related to the grand anonial partition funtion.
Therefore, the baryoni density an be tuned by tuning the baryoni hemial potential (µ). If we inrease the hemial
potential the orresponding Tc values derease. Thus, one obtains a non-trivial phase diagram on the Tµ plane.
Understanding the T>0 and µ>0 behaviour of QCD is not only a theoretial question. In the early Universe (about
10−5 after the Big Bang) the T>0 QCD transition resulted in hadrons, whih we observe today, and even more, whih
we are made of. The nature of the transition (rst order phase transition, seond order phase transition or an analyti
rossover) and its harateristi sale (Tc) tell a lot about the history of the early Universe and imply important osmo-
logial onsequenes. Sine in the early Universe the number of baryons and antibaryons were almost equal we an use
µ=0 to a very good approximation.
One of the most important goal of heavy ion experiments is to understand and experimentally determine the phase
diagram of QCD. The determination of the temperatures and/or hemial potentials in a heavy ion ollision is far from
being trivial. The larger the energy the loser the trajetory (the µ-T pairs, whih haraterise the time development of
the system) to the µ=0 axis. Earlier heavy ion experiments (e.g. that of the CERN SPS aelerator) mapped relatively
large µ regions (approximately 150-200 MeV), whereas present experiments of the RHIC aelerator runs around 40 MeV.
The heavy ion program of the LHC aelerator at CERN will study QCD thermodynamis essentially along the µ = 0 axis.
The most important physis goal of the CBM experiment of the FAIR aelerator at GSI in Darmstadt is to understand
the QCD phase diagram at large baryoni hemial potentials.
Knowledge on the large density region of the phase diagram an guide us to understand the physis of neutron stars
(e.g. the existene of quark matter in the ore of the neutron stars).
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Figure 1.1: The onjetured phase diagram of QCD on the hypothetial msmud plane (strange quark mass versus light up and
down quark mass, from now on we use degenerate light quark masses). The middle region orresponds to analyti rossover. In
the purple (lower left and upper right) regions one expets a rst order phase transition. On the boundaries between the rst order
phase transition regions and the rossover region and along the AE line the transition is of seond order.
In this summary we will study the QCD transition at non-vanishing temperatures and/or densities. We will use
lattie gauge theory to give non-perturbative preditions. As a rst step, we determine the nature of the transition (rst
order, seond order or analyti rossover) and the harateristi sale of the transition (we all it transition temperature)
at vanishing baryoni densities. Aording to the detailed analyses there is no singular phase transition in the system,
instead one is faed with an analyti rossover like transition between the phases dominated by quarks/gluons and that
with hadrons (from now on we all these two dierent forms of matter phases). As a onsequene, there is no unique
transition temperature. Dierent quantities give dierent Tc values (whih are then dened as the most singular point of
their temperature dependene). We will determine the equation of state as a funtion of the temperature and baryoni
hemial potential.
As a seond step we leave the µ = 0 axis and study phenomena at non-vanishing baryoni densities. As we will see
this is quite diult, any method is spoiled by the sign problem, whih we will disuss in detail. In the last 25 years
several results were obtained for µ = 0 (though they were not extrapolated to the ontinuum limit). Until quite reently
there were no methods, whih were able to give any information on the non-vanishing hemial potential part of the phase
diagram. In 2001 a method was suggested, with whih the rst informations were obtained and several questions ould be
answered. Using this and other methods we determine the phase diagram for small values of the hemial potential, we
loate the ritial point of QCD and similarly to the µ = 0 ase we alulate the equation of state (note, that these results
are not yet in the ontinuum limit, they are obtained at relatively large lattie spaings; for the ontinuum extrapolated
results larger omputational resoures are neessary than available today).
1.1 The phase diagram of QCD
Before we disuss the results let us summarize the qualitative piture of the QCD phase diagram. Figure 1.1 shows the
onjetured phase diagram of QCD as a hypothetial funtion of the mud light quark mass and ms strange quark mass.
In nature these quark masses are xed and they orrespond to a single point on this phase diagram. The gure shows
our expetations for the nature of the transition. QCD is a gauge theory, whih has two limiting ases with additional
symmetries. One of these limiting ases orrespond to the innitely heavy quark masses (point D of the diagram).
This is the pure SU(3) Yang-Mills theory, whih has not only the SU(3) gauge symmetry but an additional Z(3) enter
symmetry, too. At high temperatures this Z(3) symmetry is spontaneously broken. The order parameter whih belongs
to the symmetry is the Polyakov loop. The physial phenomenon, whih is related to the spontaneous symmetry breaking
is the deonning phase transition. At high temperatures the onning feature of the stati potential disappears. The
rst lattie studies were arried out in the pure SU(2) gauge theory [1,2℄. The transition turned out to be a seond order
phase transition. Later on the inrease of the omputational resoures allowed to study the SU(3) Yang-Mills theory. It
was realized that in this ase we are faed with a rst order phase transition, whih happens around 270 MeV in physial
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Figure 1.2: The most popular senario for the µT phase diagram of QCD. For the massless Nf = 2 ase (red urve) we nd a P
triritial point between the seond order (dashed line) and rst order (solid lime) regions. For physial quark masses (two light
quarks and another somewhat heavier strange quark: Nf = 2 + 1, represented by the blue urves) the rossover (dotted region)
and rst order phase transition (solid line) regions are separated by a ritial point E.
units [37℄.
The other important limiting ase orresponds to vanishing quark masses (points A and B). In this ase the Lagrangian
has an additional global symmetry, namely hiral symmetry. Left and right handed quarks are transformed independently.
Point A orresponds to a two avour theory (Nf = 2), whereas the three avour theory (Nf = 3) is represented by point
B. The hiral symmetry an be desribed by U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R. At vanishing temperature the hiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken, the orresponding Goldstone bosons are the pseudosalar mesons (in the Nf = 2 ase we have
three pions). Sine in nature the quark masses are small but non-vanishing the hiral symmetry is only an approximative
symmetry of the theory. Thus, the masses of the pions are small but non-zero (though they are muh smaller than the
masses of other hadrons). At high temperatures the hiral symmetry is restored. There is a phase transition between the
low temperature hirally broken and the high temperature hirally symmetri phases. The orresponding order parameter
is the hiral ondensate. For this limiting ase we do not have reliable lattie results (lattie simulations are prohibitively
expensive for small quark masses, thus to reah the zero mass limit is extremely diult). There are model studies,
whih start from the underlying symmetries of the theory. These studies predit a seond order phase transition for the
Nf = 2 ase, whih belongs to the O(4) universality lass. For the Nf = 3 theory these studies predit a rst order phase
transition [8℄. For intermediate quark masses we expet an analyti rossover (see Figure 1.1). One of the most important
questions is to loate the physial point on this phase diagram, thus to determine the nature of the T>0 QCD transition
for physial quark masses.
The most popular senario for the µT phase diagram of QCD an be seen on Figure 1.2. At T=0 and at large
hemial potentials model alulations predit a rst order phase transition [9℄. In two avour massless QCD there is a
triritial point between the seond order phase transition region (whih starts at the seond order point at µ = 0) and
the rst order phase transition region at large hemial potentials. As we will see QCD with physial quark messes is
in the rossover region, thus in this ase we expet a ritial (end)point E between the rossover and rst order phase
transition regions.
A partiularly interesting piture is emerging at large hemial potentials. Due to asymptoti freedom at large densities
we obtain a system with almost non-interative fermions. Sine quarks attrat eah other, it is easy to form Cooper-pairs,
whih results in a olour superonduting phase. The disussion of this interesting phenomenon is beyond the sope of
the present summary.
The struture of the present work an be summarized as follows. In hapter 2 we summarize the neessary tehniques
of lattie gauge theory. Chapter 3 disusses the µ = 0 results. The nature of the transition is determined, its harateristi
sale is alulated (Tc) and the equation of state is given. We disuss the µ 6= 0 ase in hapter 4. The soure of the sign
problem is presented and the multi-parameter reweighting is introdued. We determine the phase diagram, the ritial
point and the equation of state. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and provides a detailed outlook. Based on the available
tehniques and omputer resoures we estimate the time sales needed to reah the various milestones of lattie QCD
thermodynamis.
2QCD thermodynamis on the lattie
We summarize the most important ingredients of lattie QCD. Instead of providing a omplete introdution we fous on
those elements of the theory and tehniques, whih are essential to lattie thermodynamis. A detailed introdution to
other elds of lattie QCD an be found in Ref. [10℄.
Thermodynami observables are derived from the grand anonial partition funtion. The Eulidean partition funtion
an be given by the following funtional integral:
Z =
∫
DUDψ¯Dψe−SE(U,ψ¯,ψ), (2.1)
here U represent the gauge elds (gluons), whereas ψ and ψ¯ are the fermioni elds (quarks). QCD is an SU(3) gauge
theory with fermions in the fundamental representation. Thus, at various spae-time points the four omponents of the
U gauge eld an be given by SU(3) matries for all four diretions. The fermions are represented by non-ommuting
Grassmann variables.
The Boltzmann fator is given by the Eulidean ation, whih is a funtional of the gauge and fermioni elds.
Equation (2.1) ontains additional parameters (though they are not shown in the formula expliitely). These parameters
are the β gauge oupling (it is related to the ontinuum gauge oupling as β = 6/g2), the quark masses (mi) and the
hemial potentials (µi). For simpliity equation (2.1) desribes only one avour. More than one avour an be desribed
by introduing several ψi elds. In nature there are six quark avours. The three heaviest avours (c, b, t) are muh
heavier than the typial energy sales in our problem. They do not appear as initial or nal states and they an not be
produed at the typial energy sales. Their eets an be inluded by a simple redenition of the other bare parameters
(for some quantities they should be inluded expliitly as dynamial degrees of freedom, however, we will not disuss suh
proesses). The three other quarks are the u, d and s quarks. The masses of the u, d quarks are muh smaller than the
typial hadroni sale, therefore one an treat them as degenerate degrees of freedom (exat SU(2) symmetry is assumed).
This approximation is satisfatory, sine the mass dierene between the u and d quarks an explain only ≈50% of the
mass dierene between dierent pions. For the remaining ≈50% the eletromagneti interation is responsible (the up
and down quarks have dierent eletri harges). Inluding the mass dierenes would mean that one should inlude an
equally important feature of nature, namely the eletromagneti interations, too. This is usually far beyond the preision
lattie alulations an reah today. Assuming mu = md is a very good approximation, the obtained results are quite
preise, unertainty related to this hoie is learly subdominant. For the degenerate up and down quark mass we use
the shorthand notation mud. The s quark is somewhat heavier, its mass is around the sale of the Λ parameter of QCD.
In typial lattie appliations one uses the mu = md < ms setup, whih is usually alled as Nf = 2 + 1 avour QCD.
In order to give the integration measure (DUDψ¯Dψ) one has to regularize the theory. Instead of using the ontinuum
formulation we introdue a hyperubi spae-time lattie Λ. The elds are dened on the sites (fermions) and on the
links (gauge elds) of this lattie. It is easy to show that this hoie automatially respets gauge invariane. For a given
site x ∈ Λ four (x;µ) links an be dened (here µ denotes the diretion of the link, µ = 1 . . . 4). Using this hoie the
integration measure is given by
DUDψ¯Dψ =
∏
x∈Λ,µ=1...4
dUx;µ
∏
x∈Λ
dψx
∏
x∈Λ
dψ¯x (2.2)
With this regularization one an imagine the funtional integral as a sum of the Boltzmann fators exp(−E/kT ) over all
possible
{
U,ψ, ψ¯
}
ongurations (here we use the k = 1 onvention). Thus, our system orresponds to a four-dimensional
lassial statistial system. The energy funtional is simply replaed by the Eulidean ation. An important dierene is
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that in statistial physis the temperature is inluded in the Boltzmann fator, whereas in our ase it is related to the
temporal extent of the lattie (it is the inverse of it). It is easy to show that using periodi boundary onditions for the
bosoni elds and antiperiodi boundary onditions for the fermioni elds our equation (2.1) reprodues the statistial
physis partition funtion.
2.1 The ation in lattie QCD
The lattie regularization means that one should disretize the Eulidean ation SE . This step is not unambiguous. There
are several lattie ations, whih all lead to the same ontinuum ation. The dierene between them is important, sine
these dierenes tell us how fast they approah the ontinuum result as we derease the lattie spaing. Calulating a
given A observable on the lattie of a lattie spaing a, the result diers from the ontinuum one
〈A〉a = 〈A〉+O(aη). (2.3)
The power η depends on the way we disretized the ation. The larger the power η the better the ation (for large η we
an obtain a result, whih is quite lose to the ontinuum one, already at large lattie spaing).
The most straightforward disretization is obtained by simply taking dierenes at neighbouring sites to approximate
derivatives. Ations, whih have better saling behaviour (larger η or smaller prefator) are alled improved ations.
In the following paragraphs we summarize the most important ations.
The ation SE usually an be written as a sum SE = Sg + Sf , where Sg is the gauge ation (it depends only on the
gauge elds) and Sf is the fermioni ation (it depends both on the gauge and fermioni elds).
The simplest gauge ation is the Wilson gauge ation whih is the sum of the
UP (x;µν) = Ux;µUx+aµˆ;νU
†
x+aνˆ;µU
†
x;ν (2.4)
plaquettes. Here µˆ denotes the unit vetor in the µ diretion. The Wilson ation reads:
Sg,Wilson = −β
(
1
3
∑
x,µ<ν
ReTrUP (x;µν) − 1
)
(2.5)
This ation is the simplest real, gauge invariant expression, whih an be onstruted using the gauge elds. One an
show, that in the ontinuum limit the above expression leads to the usual Yang-Mills gauge ation.
One an improve the ation by adding other gauge invariant terms. The simplest suh improvement term is provided
by the 2 × 1 retangles, for whih analogously to the plaquette term we multiply the SU(3) link matries around the
retangle. Denoting this term by U2×1(x;µν) one obtains the following ation
Sg = −β
3

c0 ∑
x,µ<ν
ReTrUP (x;µν) + c1
∑
x,µ6=ν
ReTrU2×1(x;µν)


(2.6)
It an be shown that this hoie improves the saling. On the tree level the ondition c0+8c1 = 1 should be fullled and
c1 = −1/12. This is the (tree level improved) Symanzik gauge ation. Other improvements use also hair-like losed paths
and non-perturbative oeients. Note, however that the tree level improvement is usually enough for thermodynami
studies, the main soure of diulties is in the fermioni part (further improvements in the gauge setor an be onsidered
as a sort of over-killing).
Disretizing the fermioni elds is more diult than disretizing gauge elds. The naive disretization leads to the
following ation
Sf,naive =
∑
x
[
amψ¯ψ +
1
2
∑
µ=1...4
(
ψ¯xUx;µγµψx+aµˆ − ψ¯xU †x−aµˆ;µγµψx−aµˆ
)]
. (2.7)
in the free ase (U = 1) the propagator has 16 poles in the Brillouin zone (we expeted only one). Thus, ontrary to the
ontinuum ase our lattie ation desribes 16 degenerate fermions instead of 1 fermion.
There are several ways to resolve this problem. The two most popular solutions are the Wilson and the Kogut-Susskind
regularizations. The problem is related to the fat that the ontinuum fermion ation ontains only rst derivatives. The
basi idea of the Wilson x is to add a seond derivative term Wilson term to the ation: aψ¯∂µ∂µψ. This term vanishes
in the ontinuum limit. For non-vanishing lattie spaings the Wilson term inreases the masses of the 15 non-physial
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modes so that they are at the uto sale (1/a). As we approah the ontinuum limit these 15 partiles deouple.
Generally, one an use a Wilson term with an arbitrary oeient r. The usual hoie is r = 1. In this ase the ation
reads
Sf,Wilson =
∑
x
[
ψ¯ψ + κ
∑
µ=1...4
(
ψ¯xUx;µ(1 + γµ)ψx+aµˆ + ψ¯xU
†
x−aµˆ;µ(1 − γµ)ψx−aµˆ
)]
. (2.8)
Here the elds are resaled appropriately. The disadvantage of Wilson fermions is the loss of hiral symmetry for vanishing
quark masses. This symmetry is restored only in the ontinuum limit. The quark mass reeives an additive renormalization
and the asymptoti saling (.f. equation (2.3)) is linear in a.
Kogut and Susskind introdued another formalism, namely the staggered fermions. The spinor omponents of the
fermioni eld are distributed among the orners of a 24 hyperube. This leads to a diagonal expression in the spinor
index. By using only 1 out these 4 diagonal omponents one an redue the number of degrees of freedom by a fator of
4. This ation desribes 16/4=4 fermions of the same mass. The ation an be written as
Sf,staggered =
∑
x
[
amχ¯χ+
1
2
∑
µ=1...4
αx;µ
(
χ¯xUx;µχx+aµˆ − χ¯xU †x−aµˆ;µχx−aµˆ
)]
, (2.9)
where αx;µ = (−1)x1+···+xµ−1 . Contrary to the naive or Wilson fermion formulations the χ eld has only one spin
omponent. For simpliity we use the Greek letter ψ also for staggered fermions. The most important advantage of
the staggered formalism is, that the ation has a U(1)L × U(1)R symmetry (whih is a remnant of the original hiral
symmetry). Due to this symmetry there is no additive mass renormalization. The asymptoti saling is better than for
Wilson fermions, it is proportional to a2. An additional advantage is of omputational nature. Sine we do not have
Dira indies the omputations are faster. The most important disadvantage of the staggered fermions is the fourfold
degeneray of the fermions. Later we disuss the tehnique, whih allows one to use less than four fermions.
In priniple, there are several other fermion formulations. Note, however, that the Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem
exludes any ontinuum-like fermion formulations [11, 12℄. Aording to this theorem one an not have a loal fermion
formulation with a proper ontinuum limit for one avour, whih respets hiral symmetry. Reently, it was possible
to onstrut a fermion formulation, whih fullls the above onditions and respets a modied (lattie-like) hiral sym-
metry [13, 14℄. These fermions are alled hiral lattie fermions. They represent a mathematially elegant formulation
with many important features, whih make lattie alulations unambiguous and straightforward. Unfortunately, they
are extremely CPU demanding, they require approximately two orders of magnitude more omputer time than the more
traditional Wilson or staggered fermions. The rst steps in order to develop reliable algorithms have been made and
exploratory studies have been arried out on relatively small latties [1520℄. We expet that in the near future important
results will be obtained by using hiral lattie fermions.
Both eq. (2.8) and (2.9) are bilinear in the fermioni elds (it is true for other ations, too):
Sf =
∑
x,y
ψ¯xMxy(U)ψy, (2.10)
here the spei form of the matrix M an be derived from eq. (2.8) and (2.9). Sine the fermioni elds are represented
by Grassmann variables it is diult to treat them numerially. We do not know any tehnique, whih an be used as
eetively as the bosoni importane sampling methods. Fortunately, the fermioni integrals an be evaluated exatly.
Using the known Grassmann integration rules one obtains:∫
Dψ¯Dψe−Sf = detM(U), (2.11)
Thus the partition funtion (2.1) an be written as follows:
Z =
∫
DU detM(U)e−Sg(U) =
∫
DUe−{Sg(U)−ln detM}. (2.12)
This simple step resulted in an eetive theory, whih ontains only bosoni elds. The ation reads: Seff. = Sg− ln detM .
Unfortunately this ation is non-loal. Due to the fermioni determinant elds at arbitrary distanes interat with eah
other (the original ation SE = Sg + Sf is loal in the eld variables). This non-loality is the most important soure of
diulties. It is muh more demanding to study full QCD (with dynamial fermions) than pure SU(3) gauge theory.
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For the 2+1 avour theory we need dierent fermioni elds. Eah fermioni integration results in a fermioni
determinant. These determinants depend expliitely on the quark masses:
Z(m1,m2, . . .mNf ) =
∫
DU detM(m1;U) detM(m2;U) . . .detM(mNf ;U)e−Sg(U). (2.13)
For Wilson fermions the above formula an be used diretly for 2+1 avours. For staggered fermions another trik is
needed. Sine one ψ eld desribes four fermions in the staggered formalism one uses the fourth root trik. The reason
for that is quite simple. For more than one eld one uses powers of the determinant. Analogously for one avour one
uses the fourth root of the determinant. We expet that the partition funtion
Z(Nf ) =
∫
DU [detM(U)]Nf/4 e−Sg(U) (2.14)
desribes Nf avours in the staggered theory. Note, however, that the loality of suh a model is not obvious. As we saw
the partition funtion 2.12) was the result of a loal theory, whih is not neessarily the ase for (2.14). This question is
still debated in the literature (see e.g. [21℄). Though the theoretial piture is not lear, all numerial results show that
the fourth root trik most probably leads to a proper desription of one avour of QCD.
In the rest of this work we will deal with staggered theory, only. Sine staggered fermions are omputationally less
demanding than other fermion formulations, the vast majority of the results in the literature are obtained by using
staggered fermions. Another reason why the staggered fermions are so popular for thermodynami studies is related to
the fat that staggered fermions are invariant under (redued) hiral symmetry, whih might play an important role for
questions suh as hiral symmetry restoration (at the nite temperature QCD transition).
In numerial simulations we use nite size latties of N3sNt. The three spatial sizes are usually the same (Ns), they
give the spaial volume of the system, whereas the temporal extension in Eulidean spae-time is diretly related to the
temperature:
V = (Nsa)
3, T =
1
Nta
. (2.15)
Latties with Nt ≥ Ns are alled zero temperature latties, and latties with Nt ≪ Ns are alled non-zero temperature
latties. In thermodynami studies a small temperature region around the transition temperature is the main fous of the
analyses (an exeption is the determination of the equation of state, whih an be studied at muh higher temperatures,
too). Aording to T = 1/(Nta) one an x the temperature by using smaller and smaller lattie spaings and larger and
larger Nt temporal extensions. Thus, the resolution of an analysis is usually haraterized by the temporal extension.
In the literature one nds typially Nt values of 4, 6, 8 and 10, whih orrespond to lattie spaings (at and around
Tc) of approximately a =0.3, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.12 fm, respetively. We give here only approximative values and it is
impossible to give preise values for the lattie spaings, partiularly for these relatively oarse latties. The reason for
this no-go observation an be summarized as follows. QCD predits only dimensionless ombinations of observables.
These ombinations are only approximated on the latties, they have aη saling orretions, whih vanish as we approah
the ontinuum limit. Sine dierent ombinations have dierent saling orretions, the lattie spaing an not be given
unambiguously.
The lattie spaing denes a uto Λ ∼ 1/a. One of the most important soure of diulties is related to the fat
that we want to ensure that all masses we study are smaller than the uto, whereas all Compton wave-lengths (whih
are proportional to the inverse masses) are muh smaller than the size of the lattie (otherwise one has large nite volume
eets). Sine in QCD we have masses, whih are quite dierent (the mass ratio of the nuleon and pion is about seven)
we are faed with a multi-sale problem. This results in a quite severe lower bound on Nt. In earlier works the only way
to deal with suh a multi-sale problem was to ignore that in nature we have suh a phenomenon. People used a muh
smaller nuleon to pion mass ratio than the physial one, thus they used quite heavy quark masses, whih resulted in
heavy pion masses. Sine the transition is related to the hiral features of the theory (we speak about hiral transition)
this approximation is learly non-physial. Another reason to use larger than physial pion masses is of algorithmi
nature.
2.2 Correlators
The expetation value of an observable O an be given as a funtional integral over the U and ψi, ψ¯i elds:
〈O〉 = 1
Z
∫
DUDψ¯DψO [U, ψ¯, ψ] e−SE(U,ψ¯,ψ). (2.16)
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Quantum eld theories an be dened by operators. Formally, dening the theory by Oˆ operators or dening it by the
above funtional integral are idential. The results in the two formalisms are the same 〈Oˆ〉 = 〈O〉.
At zero temperature typial hoies of operators are n-point funtions of the elds. Partiularly important n-point
funtions are the two-point funtions (propagators). E.g. for pions the interpolating operator Oˆ an be given as Oˆ =
ˆ¯ψuγ5ψˆd. The u,d indies denote up and down quarks. The (Eulidean) time evolution of the Oˆ operator is given by the
Hamiltonian Hˆ by the usual way: Oˆ(t) = etHˆOˆ(0)e−tHˆ . Thus, inserting a omplete set of energy eigenstates |n〉, the
two-point funtion an be written as
〈0| Oˆ(t) ˆ¯O(0) |0〉 =
∑
n
∣∣∣〈0| Oˆ |n〉∣∣∣2 e−(En−E0)t. (2.17)
For large t values the above funtion is dominated by the term with the smallest En (assuming that its prefator is
non-vanishing). Thus, for a given hanel the exponential deay of the two-point funtion of the operator Oˆ (with the
proper quantum numbers) provides us with the smallest energy (mass). The orrelation length ξ is proportional to the
inverse of the mass. In lattie units ξ = 1/(ma), where ξ denotes this dimensionless orrelation length (in lattie units).
Using the appropriate operators one an determine the masses of hadrons on the lattie.
2.3 Continuum limit
The nal goal of lattie QCD is to give physial answers in the ontinuum limit. Results at various lattie spaings `a'
are onsidered as intermediate steps. Sine the regularization (lattie) is inherently related to the non-vanishing lattie
spaing it is not possible to arry out alulations already in the ontinuum limit in our lattie framework. The ontinuum
physis appears as a limiting result. Obviously, the a→ 0 limit should be arried out aording to eq. (2.3). During this
proedure the physial observables, more preisely their dimensionless ombinations should onverge to nite values. On
the way to the ontinuum limit one should tune the parameters of the Lagrangian as a funtion of the lattie spaing.
The renormalization group equations tell us how the parameters of the Lagrangian depend on the lattie spaing. For
small gauge oupling (thus, for large uto or lose to the ontinuum limit) the perturbative form of the renormalization
group equations an be used. For somewhat larger gauge ouplings one should use non-perturbative relationships.
As we have seen, the orrelation length ξ of a hadroni interpolating operator is proportional to the inverse mass
of the hadron ξ = 1/(ma). In order to reah the ontinuum limit the lattie spaing in physial unit should approah
zero: a → 0. Sine the hadron mass is a nite value in the same physial units, the orrelation length ξ should diverge.
Thus the ontinuum limit of lattie QCD is analogous to the ritial point of a statistial physis system (whih is also
haraterized by a diverging orrelation length). The Kadano-Wilson renormalization group of statistial physis an
be used for lattie QCD, too. The renormalization group transformation tells us how to hange the parameters of the
lattie ation (Lagrangian) in order to obtain the same large distane behaviour (the small distane behaviour is not
important for us, it merely reets our disretization proess). This was the original idea of Wilson: one has to arry out
a few renormalization group transformation with inreasing `a' and desribe QCD by an ation whih is good enough
at these large lattie spaings. After these steps the ation an be used for a numerial solution. Unfortunately, the
renormalization group transformation proedure results in an ation, whih is far too ompliated to be used
1
. Usually,
when one hanges the lattie spaing (e.g. all the way to the ontinuum limit) the form of the ation remains the same,
only its parameters are hanged. The way the parameters hange is alled renormalization group ow or line of onstant
physis (LCP). It an be obtained by hoosing a few dimensionless ombinations of observables and demanding that
their values remain the same predened value as we hange the lattie spaing. Using dierent sets of observables
result in dierent LCPs; however, these dierent LCPs merge when we approah the ontinuum limit. The LCPs are
usually determined by non-perturbative tehniques. The simplest proedure is to measure the neessary dimensionless
ombinations at various parameters of the ation (bare parameters) and interpolate to those bare parameters, at whih the
dimensionless ombinations take their predened value. A few iterative steps are usually enough to reah the neessary
auray.
1
Note, that ations with very good saling properties an be onstruted by using the renormalization group transformations and reduing
the number of terms in the ation [22,23℄
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2.4 Algorithms
The determination of expetation values of various observables is the most important goal of lattie gauge theory. To
that end one has to evaluate multi-dimensional integrals. Sine the dimension an be as high as 109, whih is the state
of the art these days, it is a non-trivial numerial work. The systemati mapping of suh a multi-dimensional funtion
is learly impratial. The only known method to handle the problem is based on Monte-Carlo tehniques. We hose
some ongurations randomly and alulate the observables on these elds. The seemingly simplest method is to generate
ongurations with a uniform distribution (uniform in the integration measure). This hoie is quite ineient, sine
the Boltzmann fator exponentially suppresses most of these terms. Only a few ongurations would give a sizable
ontribution, and using a uniform distribution the probability of nding these ongurations is extremely small. The
most eient tehnique, whih is available today, is based on importane sampling. The ongurations are not uniformly
generated, instead one uses a distribution p ∝ e−SE for the generation. Thus, those ongurations, whih ontribute
with a large Boltzmann weight are hosen more probably (e−SE is large) than those, whih ontribute with a small
Boltzmann fator (e−SE is small). For the ase of QCD the Eulidean ation SE ontains the bosoni and the fermioni
elds, whih are represented by Grassmann variables. There is no known importane sampling based proedure for
Grassmann variables. As we disussed already one has to evaluate the fermioni integral expliitely. This integration
leads to (2.12). Thus, a proedure based on importane sampling uses the distribution p(U) ∝ detM(U)e−Sg(U) for
generating the ongurations. Let us assume that we have an innitely large ensemble of ongurations, given by the
above distribution. The expetation value of an observable O an be alulated as
〈O〉 = lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
i=1
O(Ui). (2.18)
In pratie our ensemble is always nite, thus the N → ∞ limit an not be ahieved, N remains nite. The lak of this
innite limit results in statistial unertainties. One standard tehnique to determine the statistial errors is the jakknife
method [10℄.
A ruial ingredient of any method based on importane sampling is the positivity of detM(U) (it should be a positive
real number) for all possible U gauge ongurations. Otherwise the expression detM(U)e−Sg(U) an not be interpreted
as a probability. In order to illustrate the importane of this ondition we shortly summarize the simplest importane
sampling based Monte-Carlo method, the Metropolis algorithm. All known tehniques represent a Markov hain, in whih
the individual ongurations of the ensemble are obtained from the previous ongurations. The Metropolis algorithm
onsists of two steps. In the rst step we hange the onguration U randomly and obtain a new onguration U ′.
Obviously, this onguration has a dierent Boltzmann fator. In the seond step we take aount for this dierene and
aept this new U ′ onguration, as a member of our ensemble, with the probability
P (U ′ ← U) = min
[
1, e−∆Sg
detM(U ′)
detM(U)
]
, (2.19)
where ∆Sg = Sg(U
′)− Sg(U). If the onguration U ′ was not aepted (the probability of this ase is 1− P (U ′ ← U)),
we keep the original onguration U . It an be easily seen that 0 ≤ P (U ′ ← U) ≤ 1 is fullled only if detM is positive
and real.
Interestingly, this non-trivial ondition is fullled, it is a onsequene of the γ5 hermitiity of the M fermion matrix
(or in other words Dira operator)
M † = γ5Mγ5. (2.20)
This equality an be easily heked both in the ontinuum formulation (2.8) or for the lattie formulations (2.9).
If v is an eigenvetor of M † with eigenvalue λ then λv = M †v = γ5Mγ5v. This gives λγ5v = Mγ5v. Thus, λ is an
eigenvalue of M . It an be similarly shown that an eigenvalue of M is also an eigenvalue of M †. Thus, M and M † have
the same eigenvalues. As a result, these eigenvalues are either real or appear in onjugate pairs. As a onsequene detM
is always real. In the ontinuum theory and for staggered fermions the massless Dira operator has only purely imaginary
eigenvalues, thus the real eigenvalues of the massive Dira operator are always positive (they are equal to the quark
mass). In these ases the ondition detM ≥ 0 is fullled and the equality appears only for vanishing quark masses. For
Wilson fermions negative eigenvalues might appear. Note; however, that these eigenvalues disappear as we approah the
ontinuum limit. For Wilson fermions the most straightforward method is to use two degenerate quarks, thus (detM)2
an be used. Alternatively one an take one avour with |detM |. Sine in the ontinuum limit detM is a positive real
number, taking the absolute value does not inuene the ontinuum limit.
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It is important to note already at this stage that for non-vanishing baryoni hemial potentials the γ5 hermitiity of
the Dira operator is not fullled, thus the determinant is not neessarily a real positive number. The partition funtion
itself will be always real, thus one an use the real part of the integrand. Note, however, that the real part of the
determinant an be positive or negative. In the sum large anellations appear between the terms with dierent signs.
This is the sign problem, whih makes studies at non-vanishing hemial potential extremely diult. As a onsequene
importane sampling suh as the Metropolis algorithm does not work.
The Metropolis algorithm generates the ongurations aording to the proper distribution. Unfortunately, it is a
quite ineient algorithm. There are two reasons for that. First of all, one has to alulate the determinant of the Dira
operator in eah step, whih is quite CPU demanding, it sales with the third power of N3sNt. Seondly, the subsequently
generated ongurations in the Markov hain are not independent of eah other (for rejeted ongurations they are even
idential). As it turns out the autoorrelation is huge.
There are several algorithms on the market, whih are muh more eient. The most widely used method is the
so-alled Hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC) algorithm [2426℄. We shortly summarize the basi ideas to this tehnique. The
determinant of any positive denite, hermitian H an be written as a funtional integral over bosoni elds
detH =
∫ DΦ†DΦe−Φ†H−1Φ∫ DΦ†DΦe−Φ†Φ . (2.21)
(On a nite lattie the integral is a large but nite dimensional integral.)
Sine the fermion matrixM is usually not hermitian we usually useH =M †M . This hoie desribes two fermions/avours
in the ontinuum or in the Wilson formalism (or 8 fermions in the staggered formalism, for staggered fermions one uses
the word taste instead of avour). In order to desribe Nf fermion avors (tastes) H = (M
†M)Nf/2 is used (in the
staggered ase H = (M †M)Nf/8 is the proper hoie). Note, that these steps result in several problems, whih we will
disuss later.
The partition funtion for two degenerate quarks reeds
Z = C
∫
DUDΦ†DΦe−Sg(U)−Φ†(M†M)
−1
Φ, (2.22)
where the denominator of (2.21), whih gives only an irrelevant prefator to Z, is denoted by 1/C. Let us assign to
eah lattie link a traeless anti-hermitian matrix Πxµ, for whih Π
2/2 =
∑
x;µ |Πxµ|2 /2. Multiplying Z by the onstant
1/C′ =
∫ DΠexp (−Π2/2) we obtain
Z = C′C
∫
DΠDUDΦ†DΦe−Π2/2−Sg(U)−Φ†(M†M)
−1
Φ. (2.23)
For xed Φ†,Φ one an dene a funtion
H(U,Π) = Π2/2 + Sg(U) + Φ†
(
M(U)†M(U)
)−1
Φ, (2.24)
whih depends on the Uxµ and Πxµ matries (here xµ parameterizes the links). We an onsider H as the Hamiltonian
of a lassial many-partile system with general oordinates of Uxµ and general momenta of Πxµ. It is possible to solve
the anonial equations of motions in a tious time t. Along suh trajetories the Hamiltonian H is onstant. Thus, for
the U and P elds we an introdue a Metropolis step (thus a new U ′ and P ′) for whih the integrand of (2.23) does not
hange and the aeptane probability is 1. The update of the Φ†,Φ elds is done by a global heatbath. The alulation
of the trajetories are done numerially, thus the Hamiltonian is not onserved exatly. It an be shown that for the
leapfrog integration (whih is the most ommon hoie in the literature) the hange in the Hamiltonian is proportional
to the integration step-size squared: ∆H ∝ ε2. In order to have an exat algorithm one has to arry out at the end of
eah trajetory an additional Metropolis aept/rejet step. This onludes the neessary steps of a Hybrid Monte-Carlo
algorithm, whih we summarize here.
1. For a xed gauge eld U we generate Π, Φ† and Φ ongurations. The generation is done via a global heatbath
aording to the integrand.
2. The anonial equation of motions are integrated numerially from t = 0 to T using a step-size of ε. The usual
hoie is T = 1.
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3. The onguration U ′ at the end of the trajetory is aepted with probability of
P (U ′ ← U) = min [1, e−∆H] . (2.25)
Π′, Φ† and Φ are not needed any more, for the next trajetory they will be regenerated as disussed in our rst
step.
It an be proven, that repeating this proedure gives the proper distribution for the gauge ongurations. The most
demanding alulation numerially is the integration of the seond step and the alulation of the term
(
M †M
)−1
Φ in
the third step. An idential question is to solve the linear equation of
Φ =
(
M †M
)
χ. (2.26)
The standard proedure is the onjugate gradient method. Sine the matrix is sparse this method gives the solution, of
the neessary preision, in c ·L3sLt steps. The oeient c is proportional to the ondition number of the M matrix. The
smallest eigenvalue of the matrix M is the quark mass (for the Wilson formalism, even smaller eigenvalues an appear).
The largest eigenvalue is a quark mass independent onstant. Thus, the time needed for the omputation is inversely
proportional to the quark mass. This is the reason for the inrease of the CPU osts for small quark masses, whih makes
alulations in lattie QCD with physial quark masses quite hallenging.
As we disussed, for one avour or taste frational powers of the expression
(
M †M
)
should be taken. In this ase the
standard onjugate gradient method an not be applied:
(
M †M
)−Nf/2Φ (for the staggered formalism the power −Nf/8
should be used). It an be shown that in the seond step of the algorithm only integer powers of the fermion matrix is
needed, and the inversions an be arried out. In the third step, however, the frational power an not be avoided. Until
reently no eient method was known to treat frational powers, the most widely used method, the R algorithm [27℄
simply omitted the third step. For small enough ε2 the hange in the Hamiltonian was small, too: ∆H ∝ ε2. The method
was not exat. In order to produe unambiguous results one had to arry out a ε → 0 extrapolation, whih was usually
omitted.
Reently, a new method appeared in the literature, whih solved this problem. In this rational Hybrid Monte-
Carlo (RHMC) algorithm the frational powers are approximated by rational funtions. Using 10-15 orders one an [28℄
approximate the frational powers upto mahine preision. Using this tehnique all three steps of the Hybrid Monte-Carlo
method an be done for arbitrary Nf exatly. Interestingly enough, the exat rational Hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithm
turned out to be faster than the non-exat R algorithm.
3Results at zero hemial potential
We start the review of reent results with the µ = 0 ase. Results on the order of the transition, the absolute temperature
of the transition and the equation of state will be disussed.
All thermodynamis studies are based on two main steps. The observables relevant for loating and desribing the
transition are determined on high temperature (Ns ≫ Nt) latties. Thus, T > 0 simulations is one of the neessary
ingredients.
In order to set the parameters of the ation and to give temperatures in physial values (in MeV), some observables
(as many of them as many parameters the ation has) have to be ompared to their experimental values. The parameters
of the ation have to be tuned so that these seleted observables agree with their experimental values. Sine suiently
high preision experimental values, suh as hadron masses, are urrently only available at zero temperature, this step
an only be ompleted via T = 0 simulations. Sine the parameters of the ation, whih are then used for the T > 0
simulations, are set in this step, it is useful to start with the T = 0 simulations and then proeed with the T > 0 ones.
3.1 Choie of the ation
In hapter 2 we have seen that the hoie of the lattie ation has a signiant impat on the ontinuum extrapolation.
On the one hand, an improved ation an make it possible to do a reliable extrapolation from larger lattie spaings
than with an unimproved ation. On the other hand the omputational needs of improved ations are often muh higher
than in the unimproved ase. In the following we review the ations used by dierent ollaborations in large sale lattie
thermodynamis alulations.
In the gauge setor typially the (2.6) Symanzik improved ation is used either with tree level oeients or with
tadpole improvement. This improves the saling of the ation signiantly ompared to the unimproved Wilson ation at
an aeptable ost.
In the fermioni setor upto now all large sale thermodynamis studies were arried out with staggered fermions. The
main reasons why most ollaborations take this hoie is the omputational eieny and the remnant hiral symmetry of
staggered fermions. The MILC ollaboration uses ASQTAD fermions, the RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration uses p4 improved
fermions and the Wuppertal-Budapest group stout improved fermions. The two former are desribed in detail in Ref. [29℄
while the latter was originally introdued in [30℄ and the used parameters an be found in Ref. [31℄.
Free staggered fermions desribe four degenerate quark avors. In the interating ase, however, due to taste symmetry
violation the quark masses and the orresponding pseudosalar masses will only beome degenerate in the ontinuum
limit. This feature is also present in the 2+1 avor theory obtained via the rooting trik. At the lattie spaings typially
used for thermodynamis studies, the seond lightest pseudosalar mass an easily be three-four times heavier than the
lightest one. Sine the order of the transition depends on the number of quark avors, it is desirable to use an ation
where taste symmetry violation is signiantly redued. Figure 3.1 shows the taste symmetry violation for the three
ations disussed above. We an see that stout smearing is the most eetive in reduing taste symmetry violation.
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Figure 3.1: Taste symmetry violation of three dierent lattie ations: ASQTAD improved ation used by the MILC ollabora-
tion [32℄, p4 ation used by the RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration [33℄ and the stout improved ation used by the Wuppertal-Budapest
group [34℄. The taste symmetry violation is haraterized by the dierene of the squares of the two lightest pions. All quantities
are normalized by the r0 Sommer sale. The vertial line indiates the physial pion mass.
3.2 T=0 simulations
3.2.1 Determination of the LCP
In lattie alulations of QCD thermodynamis we usually determine some observables at several dierent temperatures.
Sine the temperature is inversely proportional to the temporal extent of the lattie: T = 1/(Nta), there are two ways
to hange the temperature. One an either hange Nt or the lattie spaing. Sine Nt is an integer, the rst possibility
gives reah only for a disrete set of temperatures. Therefore the temperature is usually tuned by hanging the lattie
spaing at xed Nt. This means that, as disussed in hapter 2, while hanging the lattie spaing we have to properly
tune the parameters of the ation to stay on the Line of Constant Physis (LCP).
Sine the ation has three parameters (β and the quark masses), we have to hoose three physial quantities. Usually
one of these quantities is used to set the physial sale while two independent dimensionless ratios of the three quantities
denes the LCP. We have to hoose suh quantities whose experimental values are well known. Sine aording to hiral
perturbation theory the pseudosalar meson masses (mPS) are diretly onneted to quark masses (m
2
PS ∝ mq), they are
good andidates to set the quark mass parameters. In ase of 2+1 avors this means the masses of pions (mpi) and kaons
(mK). For the third quantity there are several possibilities. It is useful to hoose an observable whih has a weak quark
mass dependene.
Up to very reently the most ommon way to set the physial sale was via the stati quark-antiquark potential.
Both the MILC and RBC-Bielefeld ollaborations are still using this tehnique. On the lattie the stati potential an
be determined with the help of Wilson-loops. A Wx;µ(R, T ) Wilson-loop of size R × T is an observable similar to the
plaquette where we take the produt of the links along a retangle of size R × T . The rst, spatial diretion of the
retangle is haraterized by µ = 1 . . . 3, whereas the seond diretion is always the Eulidean time. One an dene the
Wilson-loop average as:
W (R, T ) = ReTr
∑
x;µ=1...3
Wx;µ(R, T ) (3.1)
It an be shown that the free energy (at zero temperature the potential energy) of a system with an innitely heavy
quark-antiquark pair separated by a distane R is given by
V (R) = − lim
T→∞
1
T
lnW (R, T ). (3.2)
There are two useful quantities whih an be easily obtained from V (R) and they are usually used for sale setting. The
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Figure 3.2: Line of onstant physis dened via mpi, mK and fK .
rst one is the σ string tension whih is dened as σ = limR→∞ dV (R)/dR. While σ is a useful quantity in the pure
gauge theory where the potential is linear for large R, in QCD it does not exist in a strit sense. At large distanes
pair reation will lead to string breaking and the potential will saturate. Nevertheless, σ is still sometimes used to set
the sale in full QCD.
The seond quantity obtained from V (R) is the Sommer parameter, r0, whih is dened impliitly by [35℄:
R2
dV (R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
R=r0
= 1.65. (3.3)
Both quantities have the great disadvantage that they an not be measured diretly by experiments. Their values
an only be estimated from e.g. heavy meson spetrosopy. The value of the string tension is
√
σ ≈440 MeV, while
for r0 the most aurate values are based on lattie alulations (where the sale was set with some other quantity
of ourse) [36, 37℄: r0 =0.469(7) fm, other values are 0.444(3) (based on the pion deay onstant [38℄, 0.467(33) from
QCDSF [39℄ and 0.492(6)(7) from PACS-CS [40℄. Note, that there are several sigma dierenes between these results.
This fat emphasizes the general observation, that the determination of r0 is diult, and that the systemati errors are
underestimated.
It may be desirable to use a quantity whih is well known experimentally. The nuleon mass may seem as an obvious
hoie, however, on the lattie spaings typial in thermodynamis studies, an aurate lattie determination of the
nuleon mass is diult. Another hoie, whih is often used in the literature, is the ρ meson mass. Unfortunately as it
is a resonane, its preise mass determination would require a detailed analysis of its interation with the deay produts.
The quantity used by the Wuppertal-Budapest group is the leptoni deay onstant of the kaon: fK = 159.8 MeV,
whose experimental value is known to about one perent auray and it an be preisely determined on the lattie
1
.
Let us now illustrate the determination of the LCP and the sale setting with the mpi,mK , fK hoie.
For any set of the dimensionless bare parameters ( β, amud and ams) we an determine ampi, amK and afK on the
lattie. For a xed β we an set amud and ams suh that the ratios (ampi)/(afK) and (amK)/(afK) agree with the
physial mpi/fK and mK/fK ratios. This way we have an amud(β) and an ams(β) funtion. We all these funtions
LCP. The lattie spaing is given by the third quantity: a = (afK)/(159.8MeV). Figure 3.2 shows the LCP obtained this
way using stout improved staggered fermions.
We have to note here, that the LCP is not unique, it depends on the three quantities used for its denition. However,
all LCP's should merge together towards the ontinuum limit.
One the LCP is xed and the sale is set with the help of the three seleted quantities, the expetation values of all
other observables are preditions of QCD. If QCD is the orret theory of the strong interation, these preditions should
be in agreement with the orresponding experimental values (if there are any) in ontinuum limit. Figure 3.3 shows the
1
Note, that very reently the experimental value of fK has slightly dereased [41℄
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Figure 3.3: Mass of the K∗ meson, the pion deay onstant and the r0 Sommer parameter (from top to bottom). All three
quantities are normalized by fK or its inverse. We present the results obtained at ve lattie spaings, the ontinuum extrapolated
values are also shown. The ontinuum extrapolations were arried out using the two or three nest lattie spaings (dashed lines).
The red bands indiate the experimental values with their unertainties in the rst two ases. For r0fK the MILC lattie result is
shown.
mK∗ mass of the K
∗
meson, the fpi pion deay onstant and the r0 Sommer parameter (all normalized by fK or its
inverse). The results again were obtained with stout improved staggered fermions along the LCP shown on Figure 3.2.
The ontinuum extrapolation has been arried out using the two or three nest lattie spaings. The dierene of these
extrapolations aount for the systemati unertainty of the results. In ase of mK∗ and fpi we ompared the results to
the experimental values, while r0 was ompared to the results of the MILC ollaboration [36℄.
3.3 The order of the QCD transition
The nature of the QCD transition aets our understanding of the universe's evolution (see e.g. Ref. [42℄). In a strong
rst order phase transition senario the quark-gluon plasma super-ools before bubbles of hadron gas are formed. These
bubbles grow, ollide and merge during whih gravitational waves ould be produed [43℄. Baryon enrihed nuggets
ould remain between the bubbles ontributing to dark matter. Sine the hadroni phase is the initial ondition for
nuleosynthesis, the above piture with inhomogeneities ould have a strong eet on it [44℄. As the rst order phase
transition weakens, these eets beome less pronouned. Reent alulations provide strong evidene that the QCD
transition is an analyti transition (what we all here a rossover), thus the above senarios -and many others- are ruled
out.
There are some QCD results and model alulations to determine the order of the transition at µ=0 and µ 6=0 for
dierent fermioni ontents (.f. [38,4548℄). Unfortunately, none of these approahes an give an unambiguous answer
for the order of the transition for physial values of the quark masses. The only known systemati tehnique whih ould
give a nal answer is lattie QCD.
When we analyze the nature and/or the absolute sale of the T > 0 QCD transition for the physially relevant ase
two ingredients are quite important.
First of all, one should use physial quark masses. As Figure 1.1 shows the nature of the transition depends on the
quark mass, thus for small or large quark masses it is a rst order phase transition, whereas for intermediate quark masses
it is an analyti rossover. Though in the hirally broken phase hiral perturbation theory provides a ontrolled tehnique
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Figure 3.4: The volume dependene of the suseptibility peaks for pure SU(3) gauge theory (Polyakov-loop suseptibility,
left panel) and for full QCD (hiral suseptibility on Nt=4 and 6 latties, middle and right panels, respetively).
to gain information for the quark mass dependene, it an not be applied for the T > 0 QCD transition (whih deals
with the restoration of the hiral symmetry). In priniple, the behavior of dierent quantities in the ritial region (in
the viinity of the seond order phase transition line) might give some guidane. However, a priori it is not known how
large this region is. Thus, the only onsistent way to eliminate unertainties related to non-physial quark masses is to
use physial quark masses (whih is, of ourse, quite CPU demanding).
Seondly, the nature of the T > 0 QCD transition is known to suer from disretization errors [4951℄. Let us mention
one example. The three avor theory with a large, a ≈ 0.3 fm lattie spaing and standard ation predits a ritial
pseudosalar mass of about 300 MeV. This point separates the rst order and rossover regions of Figure 1.1. If we took
another disretization, with another disretization error, e.g. the p4 ation and the same lattie spaing, the ritial
pseudosalar mass turns out to be around 70 MeV (similar eet is observed if one used stout smearing improvement
and/or ner latties). Sine the physial pseudosalar mass (135 MeV) is just between these two values, the disretization
errors in the rst ase would lead to a rst order transition, whereas in the seond ase to a rossover. The only way to
resolve this inonlusive situation is to arry out a areful ontinuum limit analysis.
Sine the nature of the transition inuenes the absolute sale (Tc) of the transition its value, mass dependene,
uniqueness et. the above omments are valid for the determination of Tc, too.
In order to determine the nature of the transition one should apply nite size saling tehniques for the hiral sus-
eptibility [34℄. χ = (T/V ) · (∂2 logZ/∂m2ud). This quantity shows a pronouned peak as a funtion of the temperature.
For a rst order phase transition, suh as in the pure gauge theory, the peak of the analogous Polyakov suseptibility
gets more and more singular as we inrease the volume (V). The width sales with 1/V the height sales with volume
(see left panel of Figure 3.4). A seond order transition shows a similar singular behavior with ritial indies. For an
analyti transition (rossover) the peak width and height saturates to a onstant value. That is what we observe in full
QCD on Nt=4 and 6 latties (middle and right panels of Figure 3.4). We see an order of magnitude dierene between
the volumes, but a volume independent saling. It is a lear indiation for a rossover. These results were obtained with
physial quark masses for two sets of lattie spaings. Note, however, that for a nal onlusion the important question
remains: do we get the same volume independent saling in the ontinuum; or we have the unluky ase what we had for
3 avor QCD (namely the disretization errors hanged the nature of the transition for the physial pseudosalar mass
ase)?
One an arry out a nite size saling analysis with the ontinuum extrapolated height of the renormalized sus-
eptibility. The renormalization of the hiral suseptibility an be done by taking the seond derivative of the free
energy density (f) with respet to the renormalized mass (mr). The logarithm of the partition funtion ontains quarti
divergenes. These an be removed by subtrating the free energy at T = 0: f/T 4 =−N4t ·[logZ(Ns, Nt)/(NtN3s ) −
logZ(Ns0, Nt0)/(Nt0N
3
s0)]. This quantity has a orret ontinuum limit. The subtration term is obtained at T=0,
for whih simulations are arried out on latties with Ns0, Nt0 spatial and temporal extensions (otherwise at the same
parameters of the ation). The bare light quark mass (mud) is related to mr by the mass renormalization onstant
mr=Zm·mud. Note that Zm falls out of the ombination m2r∂2/∂m2r=m2ud∂2/∂m2ud. Thus, m2ud [χ(Ns, Nt)− χ(Ns0, Nt0)]
also has a ontinuum limit (for its maximum values for dierent Nt, and in the ontinuum limit we use the shorthand
notation m2∆χ).
In order to arry out the nite volume saling in the ontinuum limit three dierent physial volumes were taken. For
these volumes the dimensionless ombination T 4/m2∆χ was alulated at 4 dierent lattie spaings: 0.3 fm was always
o, otherwise the ontinuum extrapolations ould be arried out. Figure 3.5 shows these extrapolations. The volume
dependene of the ontinuum extrapolated inverse suseptibilites is shown on Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Normalized suseptibilities T 4/(m2∆χ) for the light quarks for aspet ratios r=3 (left panel) r=4 (middle
panel) and r=5 (right panel) as funtions of the lattie spaing. Continuum extrapolations are arried out for all three
physial volumes and the results are given by the leftmost blue diamonds.
Figure 3.6: Continuum extrapolated suseptibilities T 4/(m2∆χ) as a funtion of 1/(T 3c V ). For true phase transitions
the innite volume extrapolation should be onsistent with zero, whereas for an analyti rossover the innite volume
extrapolation gives a non-vanishing value. The ontinuum-extrapolated suseptibilities show no phase-transition-like
volume dependene, though the volume hanges by a fator of ve. The V→∞ extrapolated value is 22(2) whih is 11σ
away from zero. For illustration, we t the expeted asymptoti behaviour for rst-order and O(4) (seond order) phase
transitions shown by dotted and dashed lines, whih results in hane probabilities of 10−19 (7× 10−13), respetively.
The result is onsistent with an approximately onstant behaviour, despite the fat that there was a fator of 5
dierene in the volume. The hane probabilities, that statistial utuations hanged the dominant behaviour of the
volume dependene are negligible. As a onlusion we an say that the staggered QCD transition at µ = 0 is a rossover.
3.4 The transition temperature
An analyti rossover, like the QCD transition has no unique Tc. A partiularly nie example for that is the water-vapor
transition (.f. Figure 3.7). Up to about 650 K the transition is a rst order one, whih ends at a seond order ritial
point. For a rst or seond order phase transition the dierent observables (suh as density or heat apaity) have their
singularity (a jump or an innitely high peak) at the same pressure. However, at even higher temperatures the transition
is an analyti rossover, for whih the most singular points are dierent. The blue urve shows the peak of the heat
apaity and the red one the inetion point of the density. Clearly, these transition temperatures are dierent, whih is
a harateristi feature of an analyti transition (rossover).
There is another even more often experiened example for broad transitions, namely the melting of butter. As
we know the melting of ie shows a singular behavior. The transition is of rst order, there is only one value of the
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Figure 3.7: The water-vapor phase diagram.
Figure 3.8: Melting urves of dierent natural fats.
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Figure 3.9: Tc · r0 determined by the RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration [33℄. Squares and triangles orrespond to two slightly
dierent strange quark masses on Nt = 4, while irles show Nt = 6 results. The red and blue lines show the hiral
extrapolations at these lattie spaings and the blak line is the ontinuum estimate. The vertial line indiates the
physial point.
temperature at whih the whole transition takes plae at 0
o
C (for 1 atm. pressure). Melting of butter
2
shows analyti
behaviour. The transition is a broad one, it is a rossover (.f. Figure 3.8 for the melting urves of dierent natural fats).
Sine we have an analyti rossover also in QCD, we expet very similar temperature dependene for the quantities
relevant in QCD (e.g. hiral ondensate, strange quark number suseptibility or Polyakov loop).
There are three lattie results on Tc in the literature based on large sale alulations. The MILC ollaboration
studied the unrenormalized hiral suseptibility [52℄. The possibility of dierent quantities leading to dierent Tc's was
not disussed. They used Nt=4,6 and 8 latties, but the light quark masses were signiantly higher than their physial
values. The lightest ones were set to 0.1·ms. A ombined hiral and ontinuum extrapolation was used to reah the
physial point. Furthermore, they used the non-exat R algorithm. Their result is Tc = 169(12)(4) MeV, where the rst
error omes from the nite T runs, whereas the seond one from the sale setting.
The RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration has published results obtained from Nt = 4 and 6 latties [33℄. They have ongoing
investigations with Nt = 8. They use almost physial quark masses on Nt = 4 and somewhat higher on Nt = 6. They
study the unrenormalized hiral suseptibility and the Polyakov-loop suseptibility. They laim that both quantities
give the same Tc. Figure 3.9 shows their hiral extrapolation for their two lattie resolutions. Their result is Tc =
192(7)(4) MeV, where the rst error is the statistial one and the seond is the systemati estimate oming from the
dierent extrapolations.
The Wuppertal-Budapest group investigated three dierent quantities: the renormalized hiral suseptibility, the
renormalized Polyakov-loop and the quark number suseptibility. The transition temperature obtained from the hiral
suseptibility was found to be signiantly smaller than the ones given by the other two quantities.
The upper panel of Figure 3.10 shows the temperature dependene of the renormalized hiral suseptibility for dierent
temporal extensions (Nt=6, 8 and 10). The Nt = 4 results are not yet in the saling region, thus they are not plotted.
For small enough lattie spaings, thus lose to the ontinuum limit, these urves should oinide. The two smallest
lattie spaings (Nt = 8 and 10) are already onsistent with eah other, suggesting that they are also onsistent with
the ontinuum limit extrapolation (indiated by the orange band). The urves exhibit pronouned peaks. We dene the
transition temperatures by the position of these peaks. The left panel of Figure 3.11 shows the transition temperatures
in physial units for dierent lattie spaings obtained from the hiral suseptibility. As it an be seen Nt=6, 8 and 10
are already in the saling region, thus a safe ontinuum extrapolation an be arried out. The T=0 simulations resulted
in a 2% error on the overall sale. The nal result for the transition temperature based on the hiral suseptibility reads:
Tc(χψ¯ψ) = 151(3)(3) MeV, (3.4)
2
Natural fats are mixed triglyerides of fatty aids from C4 to C24, (saturated or unsaturated of even arbon numbers).
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Figure 3.10: Temperature dependene of the renormalized hiral suseptibility (m2∆χ/T 4), the strange quark number
suseptibility (χs/T
2
) and the renormalized Polyakov-loop (PR) in the transition region. The dierent symbols show the
results for Nt = 6, 8 and 10 lattie spaings (empty boxes for Nt = 6, lled and open irles for Nt = 8 and 10). The
vertial bands indiate the orresponding transition temperatures and their unertainties oming from the T6=0 analyses.
This error is given by the number in the rst parenthesis, whereas the error of the overall sale determination is indiated
by the number in the seond parenthesis. The orange bands show the ontinuum limit estimates for the three renormalized
quantities as a funtion of the temperature with their unertainties.
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Figure 3.11: Continuum limit of the transition temperatures obtained from the renormalized hiral suseptibility
(m2∆χ/T 4), strange quark number suseptibility (χs/T
2
) and renormalized Polyakov-loop (PR).
where the rst error omes from the T6=0, the seond from the T=0 analyses.
For heavy-ion experiments the quark number suseptibilities are quite useful, sine they ould be related to event-by-
event utuations. The seond transition temperature is obtained from the strange quark number suseptibility, whih is
dened via [52℄
χs
T 2
=
1
TV
∂2 logZ
∂µ2s
∣∣∣∣
µs=0
, (3.5)
where µs is the strange quark hemial potential (in lattie units). Quark number suseptibilities have the onvenient
property, that they automatially have a proper ontinuum limit, there is no need for renormalization.
The middle panel of Figure 3.10 shows the temperature dependene of the strange quark number suseptibility for
dierent temporal extensions (Nt=6, 8 and 10). As it an be seen, the two smallest lattie spaings (Nt = 8 and 10) are
already onsistent with eah other, suggesting that they are also onsistent with the ontinuum limit extrapolation. This
feature indiates, that they are loser to the ontinuum result than our statistial unertainty.
The transition temperature an be dened as the peak in the temperature derivative of the strange quark number
suseptibility, that is the inetion point of the suseptibility urve. The middle panel of Figure 3.11 shows the transition
temperatures in physial units for dierent lattie spaings obtained from the strange quark number suseptibility. As it
an be seen Nt=6, 8 and 10 are already in the a
2
saling region, thus a safe ontinuum extrapolation an be arried out.
The ontinuum extrapolated value for the transition temperature based on the strange quark number suseptibility is
signiantly higher than the one from the hiral suseptibility. The dierene is 24(4) MeV. For the transition temperature
in the ontinuum limit one gets:
Tc(χs) = 175(2)(4) MeV, (3.6)
where the rst (seond) error is from the T6=0 (T=0) temperature analysis. Similarly to the hiral suseptibility analysis,
the urvature at the peak an be used to dene a width for the transition.
∆Tc(χs) = 42(4)(1) MeV. (3.7)
In pure gauge theory the order parameter of the deonnement transition is the Polyakov-loop:
P =
1
N3s
∑
x
tr[U4(x, 0)U4(x, 1) . . . U4(x, Nt − 1)]. (3.8)
P aquires a non-vanishing expetation value in the deonned phase, signaling the spontaneous breakdown of the Z(3)
symmetry. When fermions are present in the system, the physial interpretation of the Polyakov-loop expetation value
is more ompliated. However, its absolute value an be related to the quark-antiquark free energy at innite separation:
|〈P 〉|2 = exp(−∆Fqq¯(r →∞)/T ). (3.9)
∆Fqq¯ is the dierene of the free energies of the quark-gluon plasma with and without the quark-antiquark pair.
The absolute value of the Polyakov-loop vanishes in the ontinuum limit. It needs renormalization. This an be
done by renormalizing the free energy of the quark-antiquark pair [53℄. Note, that QCD at T6=0 has only the ultraviolet
divergenies whih are already present at T=0. In order to remove these divergenies at a given lattie spaing a simple
renormalization ondition an be used [54℄:
VR(r0) = 0 (3.10)
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Figure 3.12: Possible ontributions to the 40 MeV dierene between the results of Refs. [55℄ and [33℄.
with r0 = 0.46 fm, where the potential is measured at T=0 fromWilson-loops. The above ondition xes the additive term
in the potential at a given lattie spaing. This additive term an be used at the same lattie spaings for the potential
obtained from Polyakov loops, or equivalently it an be built into the denition of the renormalized Polyakov-loop.
|〈PR〉| = |〈P 〉| exp(V (r0)/(2T )), (3.11)
where V (r0) is the unrenormalized potential obtained from Wilson-loops.
The lower panel of Figure 3.10 shows the temperature dependene of the renormalized Polyakov-loops for dierent
temporal extensions (Nt=6, 8 and 10). The two smallest lattie spaings (Nt = 8 and 10) are approximately in 1-sigma
agreement (our ontinuum limit estimate is indiated by the orange band).
Similarly to the strange quark suseptibility ase the transition temperature is dened as the peak in the temperature
derivative of the Polyakov-loop, that is the inetion point of the Polyakov-loop urve. The right panel of Figure 3.11
shows the transition temperatures in physial units for dierent lattie spaings obtained from the Polyakov-loop. As it
an be seen Nt=6, 8 and 10 are already in the saling region, thus a safe ontinuum extrapolation an be arried out.
The ontinuum extrapolated value for the transition temperature based on the renormalized Polyakov-loop is 25(4) MeV
higher than the one from the hiral suseptibility. For the transition temperature in the ontinuum limit one gets:
Tc(P ) = 176(3)(4) MeV, (3.12)
where the rst (seond) error is from the T6=0 (T=0) temperature analysis. The width of the transition is
∆Tc(P ) = 38(5)(1) MeV. (3.13)
Note that the renormalized hiral suseptibility used above to dene Tc was normalized by T
4
. Due to the broadness
of the peak a normalization by T 2 (whih is applied by the other ollaborations) would inrease Tc by about 10 MeV.
This means that the Wuppertal-Budapest result on the hiral suseptibility is onsistent with the MILC result. There
is however a signiant inonsisteny with the RBC-Bielefeld result. What are the dierenes between the two analyses
and how do they ontribute to the 40 MeV disrepany? The most important ontributions to the disrepany are shown
by Figure 3.12. The rst dierene is the dierent normalization of the hiral suseptibility mentioned before. This may
aount for ≈ 10 MeV dierene. The overall errors an be responsible for another 10 MeV. The origin of the remaining
20 MeV is somewhat more ompliated. One possible explanation an be summarized as follows. In Ref. [33℄ only Nt=4
and 6 were used, whih orrespond to lattie spaings a=0.3 and 0.2 fm, or a−1=700MeV and 1GeV. These latties are
quite oarse and it seems to be obvious, that no unambiguous sale an be determined for these lattie spaings. The
overall sale in Ref. [33℄ was set by r0 and no ross-hek was done by any other quantity independent of the stati
potential (e.g. fk). This hoie might lead to an ambiguity for the transition temperature, whih is illustrated for the
Wuppertal-Budapest data on Figure 3.13. Using only Nt=4 and 6 the ontinuum extrapolated transition temperatures
are quite dierent if one took r0 or fK to determine the overall sale. This inonsisteny indiates, that these lattie
spaing are not yet in the saling region (similar ambiguity is obtained by using the p4 ation of [33℄). Having Nt=4,6,8
and 10 results this ambiguity disappears (as usual Nt=4 is o), these lattie spaings are already in the saling region
(at least within the present auray).
The ambiguity related to the inonsistent ontinuum limit is unphysial, and it is resolved as we approah the
ontinuum limit (.f. Figure 3.13). The dierenes between the Tc values for dierent observables are physial, it is
a onsequene of the rossover nature of the QCD transition.
3.5 Equation of state
In the previous setions we disussed the nature of the QCD transition and its harateristi sale. Now we extend the
analysis to over a larger temperature range [31℄. In order to desribe the equilibrium properties of the quark-gluon
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Figure 3.13: Continuum extrapolations based on Nt=4 and 6 (left panel: inonsistent ontinuum limit) and using Nt=6,8
and 10 (right panel: onsistent ontinuum limit).
plasma and/or the hadroni phase one has to determine the equation of state. The equation state desribes the funtional
relationship between various thermodynamial quantities. The most ommon way to start with is to alulate the pressure
as a funtion of the temperature. Using this funtion the temperature dependene of other quantities an be determined
(energy density, entropy density, speed of sound et.), too.
Several reent papers disuss the equation of state. For the pure SU(3) theory several lattie ations were used [5658℄.
In all of these ases the equation of state was given upto about 4Tc. There are few perent dierenes between the various
results, however, these dierenes an be traed bak to the sale setting problem. Note, that dening a sale in physial
units is in priniple impossible for the pure SU(3) theory, experimentally measurable quantities should be ompared
with results obtained in full QCD. Thus, for the pure SU(3) ase only dimensionless ombinations (e.g. ratios) an be
onsidered as preditions (dimensionless ombinations an be obtained also in full QCD). It is worth mentioning that
until reently it was tehnially impossible to alulate the equation of state to muh higher temperatures (T ≫ Tc). In
a reent work this old problem was solved [59℄.
There are several full QCD results for the equation of state, though none of them an be onsidered as full result.
Unimproved dynamial results in the staggered formalism were published [60, 61℄. Another important result used O(a)
improved Wilson fermions. As for the transition temperature, also for the equation of state improved staggered fermions
provide the fastest way to approah the physial quark mass and ontinuum limits. The most important results are
obtained by the p4fat3 ation (see e.g. [62, 63℄). Other improved staggered results an be found for the ASQTAD
ation [64℄ and for the stout-smeared ation [31℄. It is illustrative to summarize the unertainties of [62℄ (many of them
were ured in their and other's later publiations). This sort of summary niely shows how unertainties are eliminated
through omputational and tehnial progress.
(1) It is of partiular importane to use physial quark masses both at T=0 and T>0. Until now the only published
work whih used physial quark masses are the one with stout-smeared improvement [31℄. In earlier works [62℄ pion
masses of e.g. 600 MeV were used. Sine the physial pion mass is smaller than the transition temperature, it is obviously
important to use pion ontributions with the proper Boltzmann weights.
(2) In order to approah the ontinuum limit one has to use small enough lattie spaing. At least Nt=6 and 8 is
needed (as we disussed earlier e.g. Nt=4 an not be used to set the sale reliably).
(3) In the staggered formalism one has instead of three degenerate pseudo-Goldstone bosons (π+, π− and π0) only
one. The others are separated from this single one by a gap, whih an be as large as several hundred MeV. The size of
the gap depends on the hoie of the ation and on the lattie spaing. As we have seen the stout-smeared improvement
is the best hoie to redue this taste symmetry violation.
(4) In several studies [62, 64℄ an inexat Monte-Carlo tehnique was used, the so-alled R-algorithm. Reently, an
exat algorithm appeared on the market, whih allows to perform 2+1 avour staggered simulations (RHMC algorithm).
The rst large sale analysis, whih used an exat algorithm for staggered thermodynamis was Ref. [31℄, whih was then
followed by [63℄.
(5) For a long time all staggered analyses used the non-LCP approah. In this approximation there is a serious
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mismath between the pion masses. E.g. if one ooled down the analyzed systems at 0.8Tc and at 3.2Tc to vanishing
temperature, the pion mass would be twie as large for the seond system. This is learly un-physial. The rst work
with the the proper line of onstant physis was Ref. [31℄ (using the heavy quark potential to set the relative sales),
whih was then followed by [63,64℄.
For large homogeneous systems the pressure is proportional to the free-energy density, whih is the logarithm of the
partition funtion Z.
p =
T
V
lnZ. (3.14)
On a spae-time lattie one determines the dimensionless pa4 ombination.
pa4 =
1
NtN3s
lnZ. (3.15)
Sine the free energy has divergent terms, when we approah the ontinuum limit, one has to renormalize. As it was done
earlier, this renormalization an be ahieved by subtrating the T=0 term. To that end one has to arry out simulations
on T = 0 latties. The partition funtion on T=0 latties will be denoted by Z0. The size of this T=0 lattie is N
3
s0 ·Nt0.
The renormalized pressure is usually normalized by T 4 whih leads to a dimensionless ombination
pR
T 4
= N4t
[
1
NtN3s
lnZ − 1
Nt0N3s0
lnZ0
]
. (3.16)
In the rest of this review we omit the index R, sine we use only renormalized quantities. This renormalization presription
automatially fullls the p(T = 0) = 0 ondition. It is worth mentioning that for a xed lattie spaing a the weight of the
terms proportional to 1/a2 (thus the diverging term) is muh larger for the pressure than for the hiral suseptibility. It
is partiularly true for large temperatures. Thus we have to determine the dierene between two almost equal numbers,
whih needs high numerial auray. This is one of the most important reason, why only Nt=4 and 6 published results
available for the pressure, whereas for the transition temperature there are Nt=4,6,8 and 10 published results, too.
Another reason for the dierent levels of results is related to the lattie spaings. For large temperatures even the Nt=4
analyses need small lattie spaings and relatively large T=0 latties. E.g. on Nt = 4 latties at T = 2.5Tc one needs
the same T = 0 latties as for the Tc determination on Nt = 10 latties. Quite reently, a new method appeared, whih
eliminates this diulty and provides a renormalization by using T>0 lattie simulations [59℄.
As usual for a xed Nt we tune the temperature by hanging the gauge oupling β. In order to avoid any non-physial
mismath we keep the system along the LCP. Thus, determining lnZ and lnZ0 along the proper LCP-dened (β, amq) line
gives us the pressure (for simpliity mq denotes both the light and the strange quark masses). We disussed the simulation
algorithms based on importane sampling in Chapter 2.4. Unfortunately, these algorithms are not able to diretly provide
Z or lnZ, only derivatives of the partition funtions an be determined. Therefore, the most straightforward tehnique
is the integral method [65℄. The pressure is obtained as an integral of its derivatives along a line in the multi-dimensional
(β, amq) spae.
p
T 4
= N4t
∫ (β,amq)
(β0,amq0)
d(β, amq)
[
1
NtN3s
(
∂ lnZ/∂β
∂ lnZ/∂(amq)
)
−
1
Nt0N3s0
(
∂ lnZ0/∂β
∂ lnZ0/∂(amq)
)]
. (3.17)
Sine the integrand is the gradient of the pressure, the value of the integral is independent of the integration path.
Nevertheless, it is useful to integrate along the line of onstant physis. In this ase the endpoints of the integration paths
will be just on the LCP, whih we need. As we will see later a slightly modied path is even more appropriate (in order
to arry out the hiral extrapolations at T = 0).
The lower end of the integration path should be hosen to ensure zero pressure. This goal an be reahed by using
temperatures well below the Tc. It is straightforward to alulate the derivatives, they are just the expetation values of
the various terms of the staggered fermion and gauge ations (2.9,2.6).
∂ lnZ
∂β
= 〈−Sg/β〉 ∂ lnZ
∂(amud)
=
〈
ψ¯ψud
〉 ∂ lnZ
∂(ams)
=
〈
ψ¯ψs
〉
. (3.18)
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The pressure an be written as
p
T 4
= N4t
∫ (β,amud,ams)
(β0,amud0,ams0)
d(β, amud, ams)×

 1
NtN3s

 〈−Sg/β〉〈ψ¯ψud〉
〈ψ¯ψs〉

− 1
Nt0N3s0

 〈−Sg/β〉0〈ψ¯ψud〉0
〈ψ¯ψs〉0



 . (3.19)
Here 〈. . . 〉0 denotes the expetation values alulated on T = 0 latties.
The integral method was originally introdued for pure gauge theories. Sine these theories at least in their simplest
formulations have only one parameter β the pressure an be given by an integral over β. Earlier staggered works used
the same strategy, whih as we pointed out already does not orrespond the physial LCP. The proper solution is to
use the line of onstant physis and avoid any mismath of the spetrum.
The above formulas give the pressure as a funtion of the gauge oupling β. Clearly, one needs p as a funtion of the
temperature. To that end we need the β dependene of the lattie spaing a. This an be the dependene in absolute
units (MeV) or in relative units (T/Tc). The relative units are somewhat easier to determine, e.g. one an alulate the
stati potential for eah β and ompare them diretly (or ompare some harateristi points of them r0 or r1). In order
to give the lattie spaing in physial units one has to insert the physial value of r0 or r1 (unfortunately, as it was
disussed earlier they are not very preisely known).
The energy density (ǫ), the entropy density (s) and the speed of sound an be derived using the pressure and various
thermodynami relations:
ǫ = T (∂p/∂T )− p, s = (ǫ + p)T, c2s =
dp
dǫ
. (3.20)
The derivatives of p an be alulated numerially.
There is another popular method to determine the energy density. The energy density an be written as ǫ(T ) =
T 2/V ∂logZ/∂T . Using this form and the relationship between the temperature, volume and the lattie spaing one an
easily show that
ǫ− 3p
T 4
= −N
3
t
N3s
a
d(logZ)
da
. (3.21)
Thus, the expression ǫ − 3p an be diretly determined by using the total derivative with respet to the lattie spaing.
There are dierent names for this quantity, Sometimes it is alled interation measure (at very high temperatures its
value tends to zero, reeting the non-interative feature of the system), or trae anomaly. The above total derivative
an be written as a derivative with respet to β and the quark masses (one uses the hain rule). Renormalization is
arried out analogously as in the ase of the pressure. Adding three times the pressure to the trae anomaly gives the
energy density.
The energy density an be also obtained from the pressure (3.20). This hoie is partiularly useful, if one uses larger
than physial quark masses at T = 0 and uses hiral perturbation theory for the extrapolation to the physial value. The
form of the hiral extrapolation is not known for all relevant quantities. For the hiral ondensate
〈
ψ¯ψ
〉
, whih is needed
for the pressure, the leading form is linear in the quark masses. The preise extrapolation form for the for the gauge
ation or for the trae anomaly is not known. Thus, in order to determine the pressure one integrates along an LCP
dened by a larger quark mass, after whih the integration path is at xed β. Along this last path the integrand is the
hiral ondensate, for whih hiral perturbation theory predits the funtional form. Using this tehnique one an avoid
unertainties in the hiral extrapolation.
All three ollaborations have results on the equation of state. The Wuppertal-Budapest group used physial quark
masses and Nt =4,6 latties [31℄. The result is shown on Figure 3.14. The MILC and RBC-Bielefeld ollaborations used
somewhat higher quark masses. Their results are shown on Figures 3.15 and 3.16. The RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration also
has a few points on Nt = 8 latties.
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Figure 3.14: The pressure determined by the Wuppertal-Budapest group [31℄.
Figure 3.15: The pressure determined by the MILC ollaboration [64℄.
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Figure 3.16: Pressure and energy density determined by the RBC-Bielefeld ollaboration [63℄.
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3.6 Note added in proof
Sine the submission of this review both the Wupperal-Budapest and the HotQCD ollaborations improved on their data.
The Wuppertal-Budapest group used physial quark masses also for the T = 0 simulations and took even ner lattie
spaings (Nt = 12 and Nt = 16 at one point) at nite temperature [66℄. The Tc values remained onsistent with the
previous results. The HotQCD ollaboration uses two lattie ations (asqtad and p4) and they extended their simulations
to Nt = 8 latties [67℄. They also determined the equation of state on Nt = 8 latties. The results of the two groups
remained inonsistent.
A possible reason for the disrepany ould be the unertainty oming from the sale setting. Dierent quantities an
be used to set the lattie spaing and the results should not depend on this hoie. It is important to hek that the
T = 0 simulations, whih are needed for sale setting, are in the saling regime. For staggered fermions, due to the taste
symmetry violation at nite lattie spaings, this is partiularly important. The Wuppertal-Budapest group has arried
out suh an analysis.
Figure 3.17 shows the masses of the Ω baryon, φ(1020) meson and K∗(892) meson as well as the ratio of the quark
masses and fK/fpi obtained from T = 0 simulations of the Wuppertal-Budapest ollaboration [66℄. The agreement to the
experimental values indiates that the nite temperature results are independent of whih quantity (Ω, K∗ or Φ mass, or
the pion deay onstant) is hosen for sale setting.
On Figure 3.18(left) the renormalized hiral ondensate (∆ls) is shown as a funtion of the temperature. We used
the Wuppertal-Budapest data as well as the Nt = 8 data of the 'hotQCD' ollaboration from [68℄. We an see a huge
disagreement between the urves in the transition regime. The shift between the urves of the dierent groups is in the
order of 35 MeV.
The strange quark number suseptibility is shown in Figure 3.18(right). The Nt = 12 data of the Wuppertal-Budapest
group is shown with one additional Nt = 16 point at a high temperature. The omparison with the results of the 'hotQCD'
ollaboration (see Referene [69℄) brings us to a similar onlusion as for the hiral ondensate. Around the transition
point there is an approximately 20 MeV shift between the results of the two groups.
The most reent Tc values published by the dierent groups are given in Table 3.1. The latest results of the Wuppertal-
Budapest group are onsistent with the ones from 2006. The small dierene omes from the fat that the experimental
value of fK has hanged slightly sine 2006. The disrepany between the Wuppertal-Budapest results and the 'HotQCD'
ones is still present and has to be resolved by future work.
∆χψ¯ψ/T
4 ∆χψ¯ψ/T
2 ∆χψ¯ψ ∆l,s L χs
Wuppertal-Budapest '09 146(2)(3) 152(3)(3) 157(3)(3) 155(2)(3) 170(4)(3) 169(3)(3)
Wuppertal-Budapest '06 151(3)(3) - - - 176(3)(4) 175(2)(4)
RBCBC (ref. [33℄) - 192(4)(7) - - 192(4)(7) -
Table 3.1: Continuum extrapolated transition temperatures at the physial point for dierent observables and in dierent
works. The rst three olumns give Tc obtained from the hiral suseptibility using dierent normalizations. The other
three olumns give Tc from the renormalized hiral ondensate, renormalized Polyakov-loop and the strange quark number
suseptibility.
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Figure 3.17: Left panel: masses of Ω baryon, φ(1020) meson and K∗(892) meson in MeV on our four nest latties as a
funtion of the lattie spaing squared. Right panel: quark mass ratio and fK/fpi for all ve ensembles. See text for a
detailed explanation.
Figure 3.18: Left panel: renormalized hiral ondensate as a funtion of the temperature. The triangles, squares and
pentagons orrespond to Nt = 6, 8 and 10 results of the Wuppertal-Budapest group, respetively. The 'HotQCD' results
are also shown by the losed and open irles. Right panel: strange quark number suseptibility.
4Finite hemial potential
In the last part of this review we disuss non-vanishing baryoni hemial potentials. These studies are extremely
diult, sine the infamous sign-problem spoils any method based on importane sampling. Sine the phase spae is
huge all lattie alulations use importane sampling. Thus for non-vanishing baryoni hemial potentials no diret
simulations are possible. Until reently (till 2001) the most advoated method was the Glasgow-method [70℄, whih was
in priniple theoretially orret, unfortunately only in the innite statistis limit. As it turned out even after produing
several million ongurations on tiny latties the method did not work in pratie. The reasons for this unluky situation
will be disussed later. There were several model studies, for systems other than QCD. Though these studies might give
some insight to the real question (full QCD) they are of very limited pratial use, therefore we do not disuss them any
more.
In the following we show how one an introdue the baryoni hemial potential in lattie eld theory and illustrate
the infamous sign problem. After that we show the rst method, whih opened the way for quantitative preditions in
full QCD at non-vanishing baryoni hemial potentials (overlap improving multi-parameter reweighting). This method
is still one of the most aurate tehniques, for many questions probably the best one we know. Sine then several other
tehniques were suggested, whih we also disuss briey.
Later we will disuss the potentials and goals of the forthoming years. As we will see, it is not yet possible to determine
the ontinuum limit at non-vanishing baryoni hemial potentials. Thus, we will use non-improved staggered (2.9) and
Wilson (2.5) ations. One the tehniques are more established and more CPU power is available than today, one should
systematially analyze ations and deide whih one is the least CPU-demanding when we approah the ontinuum limit.
4.1 Chemial potential on the lattie
In ontinuum we use the grand anonial potential to treat non-zero hemial potential and use the orresponding µN
term (N is the partile number). In the Eulidean lattie formulation the partile number is proportional to ψ¯γ4ψ. Thus,
the most obvious solution for non-zero hemial potentials would be to add a µ
∑
x ψ¯γ4ψ term to the ation. It is easy
to show that this hoie leads to a quadrati divergene. Note, however, that a term of the form µ
∑
x ψ¯γ4ψ orresponds
to a onstant purely imaginary vetor potential. Sine we desribe gauge elds by link variables, it is straightforward to
dene non-vanishing hemial potentials also by link variables [71℄. Based on these ideas it is lear, how to introdue µ
on the lattie. We multiply the forward timelinks Ux;4 by e
aµ
and the the bakward timelinks U †x;4 by e
−aµ
, otherwise
the form of the ation remains the same. The staggered ation (2.9) reads:
Sf,staggered(µ) =
∑
x
[
amχ¯χ+ 12
∑
ν=1...3 αx;ν
(
χ¯xUx;νχx+aνˆ − χ¯xU †x−aνˆ;νχx−aνˆ
)
+
αx;4
(
χ¯xUx;4e
aµχx+a4ˆ − χ¯xU †x−a4ˆ;4e−aµχx−a4ˆ
)]
. (4.1)
For several quark elds (avours) one has to introdue the hemial potentials for eah avours, they an be the same
or they an be dierent. In the following we set the hemial potential of the strange quark to zero, whereeas the up
and down quarks have the same hemial potentials. This hoie is motivated by the physial onditions in heavy ion
ollisions (the initial state has zero strangeness, through the strong interations only strange-antistrange pairs an be
produed whih does not hange the total strangeness, the only way to produe non-vanishing strangeness is through
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Figure 4.1: The expetation value of cos φ as a funtion of aµ, The phase of the fermion determinant is denoted by φ.
the weak interation, whih is subdominant). Baryons with three light quarks have a baryoni hemial potential µB,
whih is three times the hemial potential of the light quarks.
For some questions one introdues the isospin hemial potential. To that end the up and down quarks have opposite
µ values. One an study systems with non-vanishing isospin hemial potentials by using standard importane sampling
methods, sine the sign problem is not present in this ase. In the rest of this review we want to deal with the sign
problem and present various suggestions how to deal with it, therefore we do not disuss the non-vanishing isospin
hemial potential any longer.
4.2 The sign problem
In setion 2.4 we presented the available simulation algorithms, and disussed the neessary ingredients, partiularly the
positivity of the fermion determinant. At zero hemial potential this positivity is garanteed by the γ5 hermitiity of the
fermion matrix. Unfortunately, at non-vanishing hemial potentials the γ5 hermitiity is no longer fullled, the fermion
determinant an take omplex values. The partition funtion and the observables are real valued, thus we an take the
real part of the integrand RedetMe−Sg . The positivity of this quantity is, however, not garanteed, it an take both
positive and negative values. This is the so-alled sign problem.
This feature (positive and negative signs in the integrand) has two onsequenes. The more serious one is the
impossibility to generate ongurations based on importane sampling (a funtion with negative values an not be
interpreted as a probability distribution). The other problem is related to the anellation due to ontributions of dierent
signs. Even if we ould generate the neessary ongurations the sign of RedetMe−Sg for the individual ongurations
osillates, and there are large anellations in the average, whih redues the numerial auray.
In order to illustrate the seond problem let us write the determinant as
detM = |detM | eiφ. (4.2)
One an study the osillation of the phase on a give ensemble. In order to do that we evaluate the determinant on eah
onguration and alulate cosφ, whih appears in the real part. The average of the cosφ fators are shown as a funtion
of the hemial potential on Figure 4.1. The ongurations were obtained on a 83 ·4 lattie at vanishing hemial potential
at β = 5.1991 and with amud = 0.025, ams = 0.2 quark masses. The gauge oupling was tuned to the transition point.
As it an be seen for small hemial potentials the expetation value of cosφ an be determined quite preisely, for
aµ>∼0.4 the phase osillation is so strong, that the average of cosφ is onsistent with zero, the sign problem beame quite
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4.3 Multi-parameter reweighting
A simple, but powerful generalization of the Glasgow method is the overlap improving multi-parameter reweighting [72℄.
The partition funtion at nite µ an be rewritten as:
Z =
∫ DUe−Sg(β,U)[detM(m,µ, U)]Nf/4 =∫ DUe−Sg(β0,U)[detM(m0, µ = 0, U)]Nf/4 (4.3){
e−Sg(β,U)+Sg(β0,U)
[
detM(m,µ,U)
detM(m0,µ=0,U)
]Nf/4}
,
where the seond line ontains a positive denite ation whih an be used to generate the ongurations and the terms
in the urly braket in the last line are taken into aount as an observable. The expetation value of any observable an
be then written in the form:
< O >β,m,µ=
∑
O(β,m, µ)w(β,m, µ)∑
w(β,m, µ)
(4.4)
with w(β,m, µ) being the weights of the ongurations dened by the urly braket of eqn. (4.3).
The main dierene from the Glasgow method is that reweighting is done not only in µ but also in the other parameters
of the ation (at least in β, but possibly also in m). This way the overlap an be improved. If the starting point
(β0,m0, µ0 = 0) is seleted to be at the µ = 0 transition point then a muh better overlap an be obtained with transition
points at higher µ. A shemati gure shows the main dierenes between the two tehniques (see Figure 4.2).
Glasgow method
new method
β,T
µ
.
.
transition line
Figure 4.2: Comparison of the Glasgow method and the the new (multi-parameter reweighting) method. The Glasgow
method ollets an ensemble deep in the hadroni phase, attahes weights to the individual ongurations and attempts
to get information about the phase diagram, thus informations about ongurations on the other side of the phase line.
There is no overlap between the original typial ongurations (hadroni phase) and the ongurations of the new phase.
This is the reason why the method fails. The new tehnique (overlap improving multi-parameter reweighting) determines
the phase line in a dierent way. First one tunes the system to the transition point at µ=0. At this point the onguration
ensemble ontains ongurations from both phases. A simultaneous reweighting is done in β (or in other words in the
temperature) and also in µ. Sine we are looking for the phase line, thus for an equal mixture of the two phases, a
areful hange of the two parameters keeps the system in this mixed phase. The overlap between µ=0 and µ 6=0 is muh
better, the phase line an be determined.
Though all formulas are exat, nevertheless the pratial appliability depends on the utuation of the weights w(U).
In priniple there might be two diulties. The rst one is the so-alled overlap problem. In order to illustrate this
question we study a reweighting, for whih both the simulation and the target parameters allows diret importane
sampling based simulations, thus the determinants are for both (β,m, µ) sets positive, e.g. for µ = 0. 1 Sine the weights
1
In suh irumstanes reweighting is learly not needed, however, it is provides us a useful illustration.
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are positive real numbers, importane sampling is possible. Thus, there are some smaller subsets of ongurations, whih
are partiularly important (these subsets are seleted by the importane sampling proedure). This is true for both
parameter sets (β,m, µ). In pratie, the simulations results in some ongurations from these subsets. If the two subsets
are disjoint (the typial ongurations of one of the subsets are quite dierent than the typial ongurations of the other
subset) the so-alled overlap problem appears. In this ase assigning new weights to the ongurations does not help,
sine the most important, typial ongurations are simply missing. One of the most unonvenient features of the overlap
problem is that it is very diult to detet. Let us look at an extreme example and assume that the two subsets are very
dierent, e.g. they orrespond to dierent phases of the physial system. For small ensembles usually no ongurations
an be obtained from the other phase. The w(U) will be of similar size and the result will have a artiially small
statistial error. If we inrease the statistis a onguration, whih is just typial for the other phase, might appear.
This single onguration reeives a large weight and it will hange and even dominate the result. Clearly, as long as our
ensemble is small and no suh onguration is produed, one is not aware of the overlap problem. This was exatly the
most serious problem of the Glasgow method.
The other diulty for the multy-parameter reweighting is the sign-problem. The phase of the determinant appears
in the weights w. For large hemial potentials the sum of these omplex weights an be even onsistent with zero (at
least for small statistis). In these ases the expression (4.4) will be pratially 0/0. This feature is fortunately signalled
by the jakknife analysis, sine it uses dierent subsamples (the anellation in dierent subsemples are dierent, whih
inuene the jakknife error). A large statistial error is a lear sign of the sign-problem.
4.3.1 Multi-parameter reweighting with Taylor-expansion
There is a variant of the above multi-parameter reweighting tehnique, whih needs less omputational power, partiularly
for large latties, though this method ontains somewhat less informations of the µ dependene. Let we disuss how it
works. The use of eqn. (4.3) requires the exat alulation of determinants on eah gauge onguration whih is
omputationally expensive. Instead of using the exat formula, one an make a Taylor expansion for the determinant
ratio in the weights [73℄ (for simpliity assuming no reweighting in the mass):
ln
[
detM(µ)
detM(0)
]Nf/4
=
∞∑
n=1
µn
n!
∂n ln [detM(0)]
Nf/4
∂µn
≡
∞∑
n=1
Rnµ
n. (4.5)
Taking only the rst few terms of the expansion one gets an approximate reweighting formula. The advantage of this
approximation is that the oeients are derivatives of the fermion determinant at µ = 0, whih an be well approximated
stohastially. However, due to the termination of the series and the errors introdued by the stohasti evaluation of the
oeients we do not expet this method to work for as large µ values as the full tehnique. Indeed, it has been shown in
Ref. [74℄ that even for very small latties (i.e. 44) the phase of the determinant is not reprodued by the Taylor expansion
for aµ ≥ 0.2.
4.3.2 Simulations at imaginary µ
The fermion determinant is positive denite if we use a purely imaginary hemial potential. So if the transition line
Tc(µ) is an analyti funtion then we an determine it for imaginary µ values and analytially ontinue bak to real
µ-s [75℄. The analyti ontinuation is in general impossible from just a nite number of points. However, taking a Taylor
expansion in µ or µ/T one gets:
Tc(µB)− Tc(0)
T
= a2
(µB
T
)2
+ a4
(µB
T
)4
+ . . . (4.6)
The oeients ai an be determined from imaginary µ simulations. One simply measures Tc(µI) for imaginary µI -s and
ts it with a nite order polynomial in µI/T . Reently, a generalization of this method was proposed by using a more
general form of the ation whih still preserves the positivity of the fermion determinant [76℄.
Reently, instead of using the grand-anonial partition funtion a anonial approah was also applied to study QCD
at non-zero density [77,78℄. This tehnique involves a Fourier integral for whih the fermion determinant at imaginary µ
values is needed. The sign problem emerges as utuations during the evaluation of this Fourier integral.
4.3.3 Dierenes and similarities of the three tehniques
Although the three desribed methods seem dierent they are essentially the same. The onnetion between exat
reweighting and Taylor expansion is obvious: the latter is an approximation of the former, using all non-vanishing orders
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in the Taylor expansion gives exatly the same results as reweighting.
To see the onnetion between reweighting and analyti ontinuation is not so straightforward. Sine the phase
diagram for imaginary µ is tted by a polynomial it yields the µ derivatives at µ = 0 (the losest point to the real µ
domain, sine µ2 is the natural variable). In this sense it should give the same results as the Taylor expansion method
in the same order. Thus, for moderate µ values the imaginary µ method should also agree with exat reweighting. The
agreement is demonstrated on Figure 4.3. In order to avoid diulties when omparing dierent disretizations, dierent
quark masses, dierent hoies to transform lattie data into physial units and exat/non-exat Monte-Carlo generators
we applied the three methods using idential irumstanes. We took the same phase diagram as in Ref. [75℄ and used
their determination for the urvature of the phase line. Their result is perfetly reprodued (upto four digits) by multi-
parameter reweighting with full determinants and also by the Taylor tehnique. As the hemial potential gets larger the
results start to deviate. This fat is an obvious onsequene of the higher order µ terms, whih are missing both from
the imaginary hemial potential method and from the Taylor expansion tehnique.
Figure 4.3: The Nf = 2 phase diagram of Ref. [75℄ obtained via analyti ontinuation from imaginary µ (solid line; dotted
lines show the unertainty) and the same system alulated by exat multi-parameter reweighting (boxes) and Taylor
expansion up to µ4 order (irles). There is a perfet agreement. To enhane the dierenes the results were mathed at
µ = 0 points (note, that they agree within their unertainties). The errors are smaller than the symbol sizes.
As we mentioned previously in the ase of staggered fermions a frational power of the fermion determinant is taken in
order to have less than four avors. For µ > 0 this leads to an additional diulty. The fourth root of a omplex number
annot be taken unambiguously. There are several ways to irumvent this problem. It has been shown in Ref. [79℄
that near the ontinuum limit these unambiguities dissappear and a unique fourth root an be dened. It has also been
argued, however, that urrent latties are not yet lose enough to the ontinuum in this sense. The proedure the authors
of Ref. [79℄ propose does not work on todays latties. An alternative method to hoose among the Riemann leaves is
given in Ref. [80℄ whih assumes analytiity of the fourth root along the real µ axis. Close to the ontinuum where
the proedure of Ref. [79℄ an be applied the two methods hoose the same roots, thus they agree. Sine both Taylor
expansion and analyti ontinuation from imaginary hemial potentials impliitly assume analytiity they orrespond to
the same hoie as that of Ref. [80℄.
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4.3.4 Determining the phase diagram by Lee-Yang zeroes
It is partiularly onvenient to determine the phase diagram by using the method of Lee and Yang [81,82℄. The method
is based on the behaviour of the zeros of the partition funtion on the omplex plane. It an be eetively used, if the
transition is strong enough (rst order phase transition or a rapid rossover).
2
Let us assume that the system ondergoes a rst order phase tansition. In this ase at large volumes V the two phases
an oexist (in the viinity of the transition: one of the phases is usually metastable). The partition funtion an be
written as
Z = e−
V
T
fA + e−
V
T
fB , (4.7)
where fA and fB are the free energy densities of the two phases. At the transition point T = Tc the two free energy
densities oinide fA = fB. Changing β the system an be tuned away from Tc. At the transition point we have β = βc
and in its viinity T and fB an be Taylor expanded around Tc and fA (the expansion parameter is ∆β = β − βc around
βc).
T = Tc + c1∆β +O(∆β2) fB = fA + c2∆β +O(∆β2) (4.8)
with some c1 and c2 oeients. Writing it bak into (4.7) the partition funtion Z reads:
Z = e−
V
Tc
fA
(
eaV∆β + ebV∆β
)
, (4.9)
where
a =
fAc1
T 2c
b = a− c2
Tc
. (4.10)
Rearranging the expression gives
Z = 2 exp
(
− V
Tc
fA +
a+ b
2
V∆β
)
cosh
(
a− b
2
V∆β
)
. (4.11)
The rst term an not be zero, however the seond one vanishes for purely imaginary ∆β with
Im∆β =
2
(a− b)V (k +
1
2
)π, (4.12)
where k is an integer. Thus, for large enough volumes the partition funtion Z(β) has zeros on the omplex plane. These
are the Lee-Yang zeros. The real part of these zeros are given by Reβ = βc and Imβ ∝ 1/V . Thus, loating the Lee-Yang
zeros the real part an be interpreted as the transition point, whereas the 1/V saling of the imaginary parts indiate a
rst order phase transition. In the V →∞ limit the imaginary parts tend to zero, whih generates the singularity of the
free energy at some real βc. For a rossover there are no singularities in the innite volume limit, therefore the zeroes do
not approah the real axis. In numerial studies one usually uses the rst zero at k = 0, sine it is the losest one to the
real axis, along whih the simulations are arried out.
The determination of the Lee-Yang zeros an be done by reweighting. We determine Z/Z0 for omplex β values in
the viinity of the simulation point β0. To that end one has to add the weights w. At µ = 0 this is partiularly easy. The
weights, for plaquette gauge ation, an be written as
w(U) = e−Sg(β)+Sg(β0) = e(β−β0)P (4.13)
Thus, measuring the averages of the plaquette variable Pi the Lee-Yang zeroes are obtained by solving∑
i
e(β−β0)Pi = 0 (4.14)
on the omplex β plane. The real part of the solution gives the transition point. At non-vanishing hemial potentials the
proedure is somewhat more involved, but an be arried out, too. In this ase one has to solve the following equation:
∑
i
(
detM(µ)
detM(µ = 0)
)
i
e(β−β0)Pi = 0, (4.15)
thus we have to alulate the ratios of the determinants detM(µ)/ detM(µ = 0) on eah onguration.
2
At µ = 0 our ontinuum extrapolated analysis resulted in a weaker transition, therefore other methods were neessary.
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4.4 Results for the phase diagram
In the following we review lattie results for the phase line separating dierent phases and the ritial point.
4.4.1 Phase line
All the disussed methods were used to give the phase line. The results are in agreement although dierent regularizations
and quite oarse latties were used. Up to now all results were obtained for one set of lattie spaings, on Nt = 4 latties.
(Let us emphasize, that dierent disretizations should agree only at vanishing lattie spaings, thus in the ontinuum
limit. At non-vanishing lattie spaings one usually has dierent results for dierent lattie ations.)
Using multi-parameter reweighting, the phase diagram was determined for 4 and 2+1 avors of staggered fermions [72,
80, 83℄. For the physially interesting latter ase both semi-realisti and realisti quark masses were used. The phase
diagram using physial quark masses is shown on Figure 4.6 whih will be disussed later in more detail.
The phase diagram obtained via Taylor expansion [73℄ is shown on the left panel of Figure 4.4. Two avors of p4
improved staggered fermions were used in this analysis. The ritial point of Ref. [80℄ is also shown as a omparison.
Note that although dierent lattie ations were used at a nite lattie spaing there is a good agreement.
The right panel of Figure 4.4 shows the phase diagram obtained by analyti ontinuation from imaginary µ. The
same method was also applied to four avors of staggered fermions in Ref. [84℄. Consistent results were found with a
generalization of the method whih made it possible to reah somewhat larger values of µ [85℄.
In the ase of multi-parameter reweighting the absolute temperature sale was determined by a T = 0 spetrum
determination while in the ase of the other methods only perturbative β funtions were applied.
The latest result on the phase line omes from a ombination of multi-parameter reweighting and the density of states
method [86℄. The phase diagram of four avor staggered QCD was determined up to three times larger hemial potentials
than with previous methods. A triple point was found around 900 MeV baryoni (300 MeV quark) hemial potentials
(see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: Left: The phase diagram obtained from the Taylor expansion method using two avors of p4 improved
fermions with a pion mass of ≈750 MeV (gure from Ref. [73℄). Right: The phase diagram via analyti ontinuation from
imaginary µ using two avors of standard staggered fermions and a pion mass of ≈230 MeV [75℄.
4.4.2 The ritial point
One of the most important features of the phase diagram is the possible ritial point separating a rossover region from
a rst-order phase transition regime. If suh a point exists, its loation is an unambiguous predition of QCD.
Sine real phase transitions only our at innite volume a determination of the order of the transition and thus
loating the ritial point is only possible via a nite size saling analysis. At a single, nite volume everything is
analyti, no real phase transitions and thus no ritial point exist.
There are dierent possible strategies to loate the ritial point. One an use Lee-Yang zeroes, Binder-umulants or
the onvergene radius of the free energy density. These tehniques will be disussed below. They an be applied diretly,
by determining the appropriate observables at nite µ using one of the methods desribed before. Another possibility
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Figure 4.5: The phase diagram of four avour staggered QCD obtained with the density of states method on Nt = 4
latties. A triple point was found at around 300 MeV quark hemial potential [86℄.
is to start from a non-physial point (using small quark masses) where the ritial point is loated at zero or purely
imaginary µ values and then determine the quark mass dependene of the ritial point and extrapolate to the physial
quark masses. The extrapolation, as usual, introdues errors, whih are diult to ontrol.
At nite volumes the transition between the hadroni and quark-gluon phases is always ontinuous, the free energy
density is analyti for all real values of the parameters of the ation. Nevertheless, the partition funtion has zeroes even
for nite volumes at omplex values of the parameters. For a rst-order phase transition these zeroes approah the real
axis when the volume is inreased  thus generating the singularity of the free energy for real parameter values. A detailed
analysis shows that the imaginary part of these Lee-Yang zeroes sales as 1/V for large volumes. For a rossover the
Lee-Yang zeroes do not approah the real axis when the volume is inreased. Therefore inspeting the volume dependene
of the imaginary parts of the Lee-Yang zeroes one an distinguish a rst-order transition from an analyti rossover.
Binder umulants an also be used to loate ritial points. In the innite volume limit they onverge to 1 in ase of
rst order phase transitions and spei values (determined by the universality lass) for seond order phase transitions.
For details see e.g. Ref. [87℄ where the ritial point of three avor QCD at µ = 0 was determined using this tehnique.
The onvergene radius of the Taylor expansion of the free energy gives the distane from the expansion point to
the nearest singularity. If all expansion oeients are positive then the singularity is at a real value of the expansion
parameter whih an than only be the ritial point. As disussed before, this an only happen at innite volume. The
expansion oeients have to be extrapolated to innite volume, one has to be ensured that they are all positive and
then the onvergene radius an be alulated from them. Sine the last two steps would require the knowledge of all
oeients (espeially the positivity ondition), this method gives a lower limit on the loation of the ritial point.
A neessary (but not satisfatory) ondition of the existene of the ritial point is a rossover at µ = 0. We have
seen in the previous setions that using staggered fermions, this is indeed the ase.
The multi-parameter reweighting ombined with the Lee-Yang-zero analysis was used to loate the ritial point. The
rst study was done with semi-realisti quark masses orresponding to a pion mass of ≈230 MeV [80℄. The ritial point
was found at TE = 160 ± 3.5 MeV and µE = 725 ± 35 MeV. The whole study was repeated using larger volumes and
physial quark masses in Ref. [83℄. The results an be seen on Figure 4.6. The ritial point is loated at TE = 162±2MeV
and µE = 360 ± 40 MeV. One an see that the ritial point moved to a smaller value of µ as the quark masses were
dereased. This is in omplete agreement with expetations. It is important to emphasize again that both of these results
were obtained for one set of lattie spaings, the ontinuum extrapolation is still missing.
The Taylor-expansion tehnique was used to determine the mass dependene of the ritial point as disussed above.
Starting from the three-avor ritial point where the phase transition is of seond order at µ = 0, the derivative dµE/dm
was determined. A linear extrapolation to larger quark masses using only this rst derivative gave µE ≈ 420 MeV for the
loation of the ritial point for physial quark masses [88℄. Although an extrapolation to very distant quark masses was
done whih introdues unknown and possibly large errors, this value is in agreement with the value obtained diretly via
multi-parameter reweighting.
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Figure 4.6: The phase diagram obtained with multi-parameter reweighting using 2+1 avors of standard staggered
fermions orresponding to the physial pion mass. The dotted part of the transition line is the rossover region while the
solid line is of rst order. The box shows the ritial endpoint separating them.
Another appliation of the Taylor-expansion method was done in Ref. [89℄ using two avors of staggered fermions.
The onvergene radius of the series was estimated using the rst few oeients. The authors found TE ≈ 0.95Tc and
µE ≈ 1.1TE whih is signiantly smaller than the multi-parameter reweighting result. We should not forget, however,
that as disussed before this result an only be onsidered as a lower limit on the loation of the ritial point.
For small enough quark masses the ritial point an be loated at a purely imaginary µ. Approahing the point where
the ritial point reahes µ = 0 one an determine the derivative dµ2E/dm for negative values of µ
2
E . This analysis was
arried out in Refs. [90,91℄. For negative values of µ2 the ritial quark mass mc was loated and the derivative dmc/dµ
2
was determined (whih is just the inverse of the above quoted derivative).
In Ref. [90℄ dmc/dµ
2
was found rather small whih by a rough, linear extrapolation would suggest a muh larger value of
µE for physial quark masses than found e.g. by multi-parameter reweighting. More interestingly, when a similar analysis
was done using an exat simulation algorithm instead of the previously applied approximate R algorithm, dmc/dµ
2
was
found to be negative (but onsistent with zero on the two-σ level) [91℄. Further alulations inreased the signianse of
this result greatly [92℄. However, both alulations were done on oarse, Nt = 4 latties only. Conventionally, a positive
value is expeted for the derivative whih was also observed with multi-parameter reweighting (larger quark masses lead
to a larger value of µE). Eetive model alulations also support the positive sign (for a reent study, see e.g. [93℄).
Future lattie studies on ner latties, and eventually a ontinuum extrapolation will give the nal answer.
4.5 Equation of state at µ > 0
Besides the transition line and the ritial point one an also determine the equation of state above and slightly below the
transition line. The pressure an be alulated similarly to the µ = 0 ase using the integral method. The only dierene
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Figure 4.7: The ontours used in the integral method to evaluate the pressure on the βµ plane (blue lines). First, we integrate
from µ = 0 up to some β0 along the LCP. Then a best weight line is followed to the target β, µ values (red dashed lines).
is that now we also have to inlude the hemial potential as an integration variable:
p
T 4
= N4t
∫ (β,amq,aµ)
(β0,amq0,aµ0)
d(β, amq, aµ)

 1
NtN3s

 ∂ lnZ/∂β∂ lnZ/∂(amq)
∂ lnZ/∂(aµ)

 −
1
Nt0N3s0

 ∂ lnZ0/∂β∂ lnZ0/∂(amq)
∂ lnZ0/∂(aµ)



 . (4.16)
This expression is analogous to the one applied at µ = 0. The partial derivatives of lnZ orrespond to the same observables
as before. The only new one is ∂ lnZ0/∂(aµ) whih is proportional to the nq quark number density. To arry out the
integration one has to alulate the expetation values of these observables at non-vanishing µ. This an be ahieved by
any of the previously disussed methods. In the following we disuss shortly the ase of reweighting.
Any observable an be evaluated at nite µ by reweighting (with or without Taylor expansion) using eqns. (4.3) and
(4.4). In order to maximize the overlap between the ongurations generated at µ = 0 and the target ensemble, one
has to hoose the starting point of the reweighting (β0 at µ = 0) properly. One possibility is to minimize the spread of
the weights of the ongurations appearing in eqn. (4.4). This leads to the best weight lines, whih are illustrated on
Figure 4.7. The pressure an be alulated by following the lines indiated on the gure.
Sine the pressure at small hemial potentials diers only slightly from the µ = 0 pressure, it is useful to dene the
dierene as: ∆p = p(µ)−p(µ = 0). Figure 4.8 shows the pressure for ve hemial potentials obtained by multi-parameter
reweighting [94, 95℄. For this analysis standard staggered fermions were used on Nt = 4 latties. It is interesting that
normalizing the shown urves by the Stephan-Boltzmann value at the given µ-s, one gets an almost universal behaviour
(see Figure 4.9).
The pressure dierene has also been determined by the Bielefeld-Swansea ollaboration [96,97℄. Their result is shown
on Figure 4.10. It was obtained with p4 staggered fermions on Nt = 4 latties [96℄. Sine no ontinuum limit was taken
in either ase, the results do not have to be in ompletely onsistent. Nevertheless they seem to show a nie qualitative
agreement.
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Figure 4.8: The ∆p pressure dierene for several baryoni hemial potentials. The urves (from bottom to top) orrespond to
µB =100, 210, 330, 410 and 530 MeV.
Figure 4.9: The ∆p pressure dierene normalized by the Stefan-Boltzmann limit for dierent baryoni hemial potentials. The
urves orrespond to µB =100 (purple), 210 (red), 330 (green), 410 (blue) and 530 MeV (blak). They all seem to show a universal
µ independent behavior.
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Figure 4.10: The ∆p pressure dierene alulated by the Bielefeld-Swansea ollaboration [96℄ for ve dierent µ values. The
quark hemial potential, normalized by the transition temperature T0 ranges from 0.2 to 1.
5Conlusions, outlook
A lattie result an be onsidered as a full result if two onditions are fullled. The rst ondition is related to the
quark masses. We need results for physial quark masses, or in other words mpi≈135 MeV and mK≈500 MeV. Controlled
extrapolation in the quark masses around the transition temperature are not easy. Note, however, that today omputers
are quite often apable to deal with physial or almost physial quark masses. The seond ondition is the ontinuum
extrapolation. It an be reahed only by measuring quantities at non-vanishing lattie spaings and then extrapolating
to vanishing lattie spaings. Lukily enough the hoie of the ation tells us what sort of funtional form of the lattie
spaings we expet for the deviation from the ontinuum limit result. If this asymptoti behavior is already present, we
are in the so-alled saling region. E.g. for small enough lattie spaings results obtained by the standard Wilson ation
deviate from the ontinuum result by a linear term in the lattie spaing; for the staggered formalism this dependene
is quadrati in the lattie spaings. Clearly, one should have an evidene that the results are already in this saling
region, whih is desribed by the asymptoti lattie spaing dependene. For this hek results at several lattie spaings
are needed. Note, that thermodynami studies are arried out on latties, whih have smaller temporal than spatial
extensions. Typially one uses Nt=4,6,8 and 10, whih as a rule of thumb orrespond to lattie spaings: ≈0.3, 0.2,
0.15 and 0.12 fm, respetively (partiularly at small Nt values, the lattie spaing in physial unit is quite ambiguous,
dierent physial quantities give dierent results, this ambiguity disappears when we approah the ontinuum limit).
Let us summarize what is known about our spei question, about the phase diagram of QCD. In some ases the
result an be onsidered as a full one (at least using one spei formalism e.g. staggered one). In other ases one an
estimate that the full result an be obtained in a year or two. There are however questions, whih need muh more time
to larify, partiularly the ontrolled ontinuum limit is a diult task.
a.) At vanishing hemial hemial potential the nature of the T6=0 QCD transition is an analyti rossover [34℄. The
result was obtained with physial quark masses in the staggered formalism. This result an be onsidered as the full one.
(As for any result of suh type and huge omplexity at least one independent analysis of the same depths is required to
exlude any mistakes.) There are two, though unlikely possible unertainties of this nding. One of them is a question,
what happens if 2+1 avor staggered QCD happens to be not in the QCD universality lass. Though we do not have any
theoretial proof for this universality lass question, there is no sign for suh a problemati senario. Staggered lattie
results for the whole spetrum and deay rates are in omplete agreement with the experiments. Nevertheless it would
be important to repeat the alulation with other fermion formulations (e.g. with Wilson fermions). This an be done
with omputer resoures whih are about an order of magnitude larger than the presently available ones. Sine the rapid
rossover is a remnant of the hiral transition of the massless theory, it would be very interesting to study the question
what happens in the hiral limit. This question needs the same symmetry on the lattie as in the ontinuum theory.
The best hoie is the overlap fermion. Calulations with overlap fermions are usually two orders of magnitude more
CPU-demanding than alulations with Wilson fermions. The other inonvenient possibility is related to the ontinuum
extrapolation. It is possible though quite unlikely that after observing a onsistent and nite ontinuum limit for the
hiral suseptibility a ompletely dierent (phase transition-like, therefore divergent) ontinuum limit appears at even
smaller lattie spaings. Note, that the transition turned out to be weaker and weaker as one dereased the lattie
spaings. Thus, the above senario real phase transition in the ontinuum limit would mean a ompletely opposite
lattie spaing dependene as it was observed. This is the main reason, why one onsiders this possibility quite unlikely.
In order to go to even smaller lattie spaings (e.g. Nt=12 or 14) approximately 12 orders of magnitude more CPU
apaity is needed.
b.) We know the starting point of the phase diagram, namely the transition temperature of the rossover at vanishing
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hemial potential. Sine the transition is an analyti one, there is no unique transition temperature. Dierent observables
lead to dierent transition temperatures. Aording to Ref. [55℄ the width of the transition an be as large as ≈40 MeV.
Thus, transition temperatures, depending on the denition, an be typially between ≈150 and 190 MeV. The atual
values are still debated. E.g. for the peak in the χ/T 2 distribution (χ is the unrenormalized hiral suseptibility) Ref. [33℄
used two dierent lattie spaings, namely Nt=4 and 6, and obtained 192 MeV. For the peak in the χr/T
4
distribution
(χr is the renormalized hiral suseptibility) Ref. [55℄ used also ner latties with four dierent lattie spaings, namely
Nt=4,6,8 and 10, and obtained 151 MeV (note, that for χr/T
2
the obtained value is about 10 MeV higher). It is worth
mentioning that for Ref. [55℄ the transition temperature is independent of the hoie of the overall sale, whereas Ref. [33℄
is still in the saling violation region (for their large lattie spaings the ratios of physial quantities are several sigma away
from their experimental values). Sine the available CPU-apaity is enough to arry out independent lattie simulations
on Nt=8 and perhaps even on Nt=10 latties, this ontroversy will be resolved in a year or two. The two possible but
unlikely unertainties, mentioned in the previous paragraph, are relevant also for the transition temperature. Therefore,
one should determine the µ=0 transition temperature using other formulations of lattie QCD (e.g. Wilson fermions or
hiral fermions), and double hek the results with even smaller lattie spaings.
.) The urvature of the phase diagram at vanishing hemial potential is known at a≈0.3 fm lattie spaings. Results
were obtained by standard and p4 improved lattie ations for 2, 2+1 and 4 avors [73,75,83,84℄. Though dierent hoies
of the QCD ation should not neessarily give the same result at this rather large lattie spaing, results are in good
agreement. If one takes the same ation dierent tehniques (multi-parameter reweighting with full determinant, Taylor
expansion, analyti ontinuation) give the same result upto several digits. This nie agreement shows that the available
methods are onsistent. Clearly, the major drawbak of these ndings is the lak of the ontinuum extrapolation. Similarly
to the determination of the rossover temperature the ontinuum extrapolation might hange the a≈0.3 fm results quite
signiantly. The available omputer resoures allow the determination of the urvature in the ontinuum limit in a year
or two. It is important to emphasize again, that the staggered formalism has an unlaried unertainty, therefore the
whole alulation should be repeated in the Wilson formalism, too. Suh a Wilson analysis is about an order of magnitude
more CPU-demanding than the staggered one.
d.) There are several results for the existene and/or loation of the ritial point on the temperature versus hemial
potential plane. All these results were obtained at quite large lattie spaings a≈0.3 fm. We disussed in detail the
diulties and the problemati features of the available methods. Let us point out a more general diulty, whih is
related to the ontinuum extrapolation. As one determines the nature of the transition at vanishing hemial potentials,
it turns out that the transition gets weaker and weaker for smaller and smaller lattie spaings. This feature suggests,
that the ritial point, if it exists, might be at larger hemial potential in the ontinuum limit than on Nt=4 latties.
Unfortunately, for large hemial potentials the available methods are less reliable, whih is partiularly true for the
staggered formalism (see Ref. [79℄ for a disussion on the staggered eigenvalue quartets, whih suggests to use quite small
lattie spaings). Searhing for features at relatively large hemial potentials and at small lattie spaings is a very
diult and partiularly CPU-demanding task. It is unlikely that the available methods with the present omputer-
resoures an give a ontinuum extrapolated staggered result in a few years. The available methods are all appliable for
Wilson fermions, too. On the one hand Wilson fermions do not have problems related to the rooting of the determinant
(.f. [79℄), on the other hand the full diagonalization of the Wilson matrix is about two orders of magnitude more CPU-
onsuming. Furthermore, we do not have muh experiene how Wilson thermodynamis approahes the ontinuum limit,
therefore it is hard to say what temporal extensions are needed to approah the ontinuum limit. The overlap formalism
has all the symmetries of the theory even at non-vanishing lattie spaings, whih is an advantage when we look for
ritial behavior. Though the available methods are appliable also for overlap fermions, the CPU-osts would be very
large. To summarize: the presently available resoures do not allow to extrapolate into the ontinuum limit. Results on
the ritial point at one or two non-vanishing lattie spaings an not be onsidered as full results
1
.
e.) There is one exploratory lattie result on the triple point of QCD [86℄. The lattie spaing is quite large, the volumes
are small and four avor is applied to avoid the rooting problem. This density of states method reahed approximately
three times larger hemial potentials than other methods in the literature. The CPU-osts (for this fator of three) were
about two orders of magnitude larger than for the other methods. The method works, but it is lear that due to limited
resoures the ontinuum limit statement on the triple point an not be given in the near future.
1
Note, that the authors of this review emphasized this limitation, namely the lak of the ontinuum extrapolation even in the abstrat of
their endpoint analysis [83℄
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